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OUTLINE OF TOPICS/ISSUES
THE $180 MILLION ARBITRATOR’S DECISION IN THE BONES LITIGATION SENT SHOCK WAVES THROUGH THE ENTERTAINMENT
THE FINDING THAT ONE STUDIO FAILED TO DEAL ON AN ARM'S LENGTH BASIS WHEN LICENSING A TELEVISION
SERIES TO ITS AFFILIATES, AND THE PROLIFERATION OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION IN THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY IN PARTICULAR,
HAS CAUSED THE STUDIOS TO RETHINK THE TRADITIONAL PROFIT SHARING MODEL. THE DIGITAL PLATFORMS AND AT LEAST
ONE MAJOR STUDIO HAVE FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGED THE INDUSTRY BY INTRODUCING A REPLACEMENT FOR THE AGE-OLD
PROFIT PARTICIPATION TYPICALLY GRANTED TO CONTENT CREATORS. THIS NEW “BONUS” DEFINITION IS BASED ON
LONGEVITY AND, IN SOME CASES, THE MEDIUM OF EXPLOITATION, THEREBY ELIMINATING THE POSSIBILITY OF LAWSUITS FOR
NON-ARM’S LENGTH TRANSACTIONS WHILE LIMITING ANY UPSIDE FOR PARTICIPANTS ON VERY SUCCESSFUL SHOWS. OUR
PANEL OF EXPERTS WILL DISCUSS THE BONES CASE, THE PROS AND CONS OF THE NEW BONUS MODEL AND THE FUTURE OF
PROFIT PARTICIPATIONS IN THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.

Copyright © 2020 Bill Daniels, David Leedy, Steven D. Sills, and Peter Klass.
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without
written permission from the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
articles and reviews.
Third Edition

Ch 7: PARTICIPATIONS
When Art Buchwald took on Paramount Pictures over his participation in Coming to America,
the world got a rare public glimpse of the inner workings of motion picture profit participations.
The court record is filled with testimony by the top experts of the late 1980s, speaking their
minds in favor of and against the participations system that existed then, and exists today. One
Paramount witness was Mel Sattler, a former studio vice president and, for more than 20 years,
executive in charge of the business affairs department at Universal Pictures for feature motion pictures
worldwide. While testifying for Paramount, Mr. Sattler recited a detailed history of motion picture
participations that bears repeating:
Until the 1950s, the “studio system” governed the relationship between the major motion
picture studios and talent. The studios hired performers on an exclusive basis and paid them a fixed
weekly or per-picture salary. In very rare cases, performers were given percentages of so-called profit
pools contingent on the success of a motion picture. A few directors and producers were able to bargain
on an ad hoc basis for “backend” deals—the right to a percentage of the studio’s rentals of a particular
motion picture after the studio recovered its distribution fee, distribution expenses, and production
costs.
Jimmy Stewart’s 1950 contract with Universal Pictures for the picture Winchester ’73 marks the
emergence of the modern-day “participation.” Stewart, then a major talent, commanded $200,000 to
$250,000 in fixed “up-front” compensation per picture, which was beyond the financial reach of
Universal. (The studio had suffered a string of unsuccessful pictures and was in financial straits.) For
reasons not germane here, to make a deal, Stewart’s agent (Lew Wasserman, whose company, MCA,
coincidentally, later acquired the studio) proposed an arrangement that in lieu of Stewart’s fixed
upfront compensation, Stewart would receive a 50% share of the “Net Profits” (defined as the point at
which the motion picture earned in “Gross Receipts”—as defined in his contract—twice its negative
cost, or in other words, a contractually defined “breakeven”).
Universal accepted the proposal because it permitted the company to put substantially less at
risk by reducing its immediate production costs. So-called net profits deals were thus born of a studio’s
desire for risk reduction. I might point out that this arrangement was unique in another important
respect, which quickly disappeared—if the motion picture never reached breakeven, Stewart received
nothing for his services. He thus shared a portion of the risk in the production of the motion picture—his
“compensation.”
“Net profits” deals soon ceased being a way to share the risk of failure and instead became a
way for performers to share only the rewards of success. By the mid-1950s, talent representatives were
demanding that net profits be paid in addition to, and not in lieu of, up-front fixed compensation. The
studios acceded, but soon found themselves bound by deals that called for upfront cash payments and

backend compensation that drained the revenues from successful motion pictures that were necessary
to finance the studios’ customary development programs and slate of motion pictures.
In the market-driven balancing of risks and rewards, the studios began insisting on and receiving
terms that increased the amount of revenue necessary to reach breakeven in the computation of net
profits. For example, distribution fees—the “sales commission” the studio deducts from gross receipts
to finance the organization that sees to it that its motion pictures are booked and exhibited—increased.
Interest charges were levied on the money both borrowed and advanced for production costs.
Collectively, these modifications assured the studio a larger share of the revenues generated by hit
movies to compensate them for the losses they sustained on disasters.
So-called gross deals quickly emerged as a reaction to counter this reallocation of benefits. By
the early 1960s, the top stars (and a handful of directors) demanded not only increasingly large upfront
payments, but more often a share of the receipts before the studio deducted its distribution fee.
The father of the net profits deal, Jimmy Stewart, was soon receiving $250,000 plus 10% of the
“gross.”
The balance of rewards on both so-called gross and net contingent compensation deals began
shifting markedly toward participants during the late 1970s and early 1980s, when independent
production companies—such as Melvin Simon Productions, the Ladd Company, Polygram, Lorimar, and
Cannon Pictures—began competing for creative talent. In order to establish themselves, these
independents offered generous compensation packages (which included large upfront payments and
contingent compensation) to well-known actors, writers, and directors. Compounding these forces, the
studios expanded production to meet the demand from new markets and media. The increase in film
production unavoidably created sharp competition for the scarce box-office draws, who were now more
frequently able to command “gross” rather than “net” deals.
By 1983, the major stars and directors were commanding anywhere from 5%, based upon a
graduating scale of gross receipts, to 12.5% or 15% of a motion picture.
However, within the last 10 years, gross participations have fallen into disfavor, as studios did
not want to be in a position to pay profit participations on films that might ultimately lose money for the
studio. Instead, studios shifted most participations to major A-level players to a form of breakeven, i.e.,
the studio would have to recoup certain fees and expenses before the talent began to participate in the
post-breakeven profits. The studio would take a reduced distribution fee, representing their true hard
costs of distribution rather than the inflated standard fees in a net profits definition, and recoup their
distribution costs, negative costs, and perhaps overhead and interest. Once these amounts had been
covered by the revenue stream, the participation would convert to a gross participation, with only offthe-top expenses deducted from the post-breakeven proceeds. There may also be increases in the
participation percentages when breakeven is reached, with higher distribution fees. Therefore, as the
studio has recovered more of its out-of-pocket costs and overhead, it is more willing to share in the
upside.

GROSS RECEIPTS
THE DEALS
The vast majority of the world participates on a percentage basis after some arithmetic breakeven
formula is satisfied. Understanding what the percentage represents and how breakeven is achieved are
what makes profit participations simultaneously so intriguing and aggravating.
UNDERSTANDING THE TERMINOLOGY
The first thing to recognize is that if the talent gets, say, “15 points,” it could mean many things.
For example, 15% of the adjusted gross receipts typically represents a number one-third greater than
15% of net profits under the usual studio formula. But that’s only the typical case; what the terms
actually mean in the context of any given deal will depend entirely upon the controlling contractual
provisions and definitions.
Likewise, terms such as gross receipts, exclusions, distribution fees, distribution expenses,
production costs, and net profits may vary somewhat from producer to producer, and it isn’t unusual
that these same terms may also vary in each contract from the same producer. This is interesting to
note, because the motion picture industry has a general consensus as to what those terms mean.
Other terms are used just as frequently (e.g., adjusted gross, true gross, cash breakeven, and
actual breakeven) that are also contractually defined terms, but for which there is no consensus within
the industry as to their precise definition.
The lesson is, READ THE CONTRACT. The terms in motion picture profit participations are always
defined.
Knowledgeable players understand the game. Indeed, the story goes that when John Wayne
was signed by Universal to star in the motion picture Rooster Cogburn, his representatives insisted that
Universal incorporate a copy of the studio’s net profit definition from a generation before as controlling
terms in the newer deal. Since that older definition had been first issued, Universal had revised and
revamped its Exhibit “A” innumerable times. Presumably, Mr. Wayne and his representatives believed
that the studio’s revisions probably were not intended to benefit actors signing up for new roles.
THE AGREEMENTS
Profit participation agreements are generally extremely complex documents. This is
understandable, since they have evolved into delicately balanced formulas after years of bargaining,
practice, and recalculating by studios and talent representatives alike. As a result, in standard profit
participation agreements, the so-called Exhibit “A” definition to every talent contract is generally an
obtuse, difficult document that even the studio’s own negotiating attorney might not understand. Since
only a few individuals at any studio would be willing to risk tampering with an Exhibit “A” formula, the
hopelessly arcane is often the standardized form. This can lead to some practical problems.
Although an Exhibit “A” provision may seem fairly easy to understand to the agent or attorney,
it may be ambiguous or impossible when the accountant tries to apply it to the actual financial
transactions. Both the provisions of the contract and the intention behind those provisions are subject

to interpretation by the accountant. Since reasonable interpretations may vary, there is often lots to
talk about in a dispute over film proceeds.
TALENT AGREEMENTS
The most common contemporary talent agreement is actually an employment contract
specifically tailored to the motion picture business. Producers, directors, and talent are essentially hired
as studio employees and attached to specific projects. They create works for hire that are wholly owned
by the contracting studio. In return, they are paid fixed and contingent compensation. The latter
includes participating in the “backend” profits.
These deals tend to be quite formulaic, which is understandable because they are the basic
contracts that the motion picture industry utilizes for creating its product. Generally speaking, talent is
free to negotiate its best deal on the terms within the basic contract itself, but the Exhibit “A”–defined
terms are off-limits for all but the most powerful players.
Not to say that definitions can never be negotiated. But generally speaking, they can’t be and
they aren’t. Still, when a film hits at the box office and the money is pouring in, participants are free to
assert their audit rights and challenge inequities in the definitions. Audits followed by claims are a timehonored tradition in the motion picture business, and they can and do justify their expense.
“HOLLYWOOD ACCOUNTING”
Another practice often works against the participant, and this practice is so notorious or
infamous that it has entered the popular lexicon.
Mention “Hollywood accounting” to most any person on the street and they will likely
understand you to be referring to a system that cheats talent, bilks them out of their hard-earned
profits, and then smilingly invites them out to a nice lunch in a fancy restaurant. But not everyone
believes this is actually the case.
The often maligned accounting practices of the motion picture industry are only the practices
and interpretations required by the provisions of a contract that is usually freely negotiated by a
knowledgeable studio attorney on one side and a knowledgeable talent representative on the other.
When a transaction that is not spelled out in the contract occurs, each of the parties may be
expected to take a position (interpretation relative to the accounting treatment) that is most beneficial
to themselves. These opposing positions are normally negotiated (based upon relative power at the
time) and lawsuits seldom result.
Even so, a healthy mythology surrounding profit participation contracts and Hollywood
accounting continually feeds public skepticism about the entire system. One of the authors remembers
how one of his mentors swore up and down that Universal kept no fewer than five sets of books for any
given production. One of the other authors was a high executive at Universal during this same period
and swears equally strongly that only a single set of books was kept for any given purpose, so that
anecdote may be more illustrative of motion picture studio mystique than Hollywood accounting
technique.
THE DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT

The major studio can be a one-stop movie shop, serving as producer, financier, facilities lessor,
and film distributor. However, a studio need not be all those things for every project. In recent times, a
brand of deep-pocketed entrepreneurs have utilized their own capital to produce films that are then
distributed through a major studio’s distribution system.
Needless to say, the less you need from a major studio, the more you might be able to negotiate
in your participation deal.
Deal structures vary as widely as the movies they precipitate. Ideas, concepts, and treatments
are presented to studios by the hundreds each week. What a studio will pay for one undeveloped script
is significantly less than if the screenplay is part of a project with a well-known actor and/or director
attached. If all the pieces are in place, a producer might go so far as to approach a studio with a
completed motion picture seeking only distribution. The more pieces the producer controls, the more
leverage there is in a deal—assuming, of course, that the film is attracting interest in the marketplace.

Ch. 8: THE AUDIT
Since most of us were brought up in a world where bookkeeping is a simple matter of doubleentry and don’t let the hired help sign checks willy-nilly, we tend to view suspiciously any business
where “creative accounting” is a norm and multiple sets of books are a business requirement.
Now, far be it from the authors to discourage you from regarding the motion picture industry
with a jaded eye. But if there is blame to be had, we’d like you to focus your attention on the
blameworthy.
Long after your deal is cut and closed and the picture is shot, cut, opened, and boffo, you (or
your client) will receive a profit participation statement in the mail.
It may be that your picture didn’t do great, in which case you are likely to toss your statement
into the round file. But even if your picture cleaned up at the box office, there is a decent chance that
your profit statement still won’t report what you believe is your fair due.
Enter the auditor.
THE PROFIT PARTICIPATION STATEMENT
To understand what a profit participation auditor does, we first need to examine precisely what a profit
participation statement is. Profit participation statements represent an accounting in accordance with
contractual requirements. Or, in simple terms, profit participation statements are creatures of contract.
The items tracked, the numbers reported, are all defined in the participations definitions that are
generally attached as Exhibit “A” to the talent employment contract. Participations definitions are
excruciatingly detailed contractual documents that are the foundation for the dramatically arcane world
we know of as Hollywood accounting. Perhaps to better understand what profit definitions are, we
should first discuss what they are not.
GAAP IS YOUR FRIEND (NOT!)
Motion picture and television profit definitions, which determine profits reported to talent for
their contingent compensation, stand in stark contrast to the financial reporting requirements
promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) as Accounting Standards
Codification (ASC) of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), ASC 606, Revenue From
Contracts With Customers.
ASC 606 represents the “Generally Accepted Accounting Principles” (GAAP) applicable to the
motion picture industry. The standard provides guidance to producers and distributors as to how they
must prepare financial statements that the public— their shareholders, in particular—will rely upon to
judge business performance.
Although previous GAAP pronouncements from the AICPA and FASB specifically dictated the
methodology for revenue recognition, capitalization, and amortization of film cost, ASC 606 presents the
requirements in a less restrictive manner (i.e., a systematic and rational basis).
Under the gross-profit method, all costs incurred while producing a motion picture or television
show are recorded on the producing entity’s books as “capital expenses” reflecting the cost of creating

and exploiting the project. Those “capitalized costs” include everything spent on making the picture,
from development expenses to production expenditures. Those costs incurred must, in turn, be written
off in direct proportion to the ultimate revenues that are generated by the project.
For example, if a film costs $30 million to produce and the distributor estimates it will generate
$60 million in revenue from all sources during its entire useful life, then every time the distributor
receives $1 in revenue, it must amortize $0.50 in capitalized costs.
At the end of each accounting year, the current year’s revenue divided by the current and future
expected revenue is multiplied by the unamortized production cost. The resulting amount is the current
year’s amortization. As estimates of ultimate revenues change over the life of the picture, so is the
unamortized cost fraction adjusted.
GAAP principle ASC 926-10 provides for the concept of “net realizable value.” This rule requires
that the unamortized production cost never exceed the ultimate revenues left to come. If it does, the
cost must be written down to the remaining revenue, which is known as the net realizable value. For
example, if a picture is left with an unamortized production cost of $10 million, and projections show
that the most it will ever generate in future revenue is $2 million, then the unamortized cost must be
written down to $2 million. The $8 million write-down will appear as a loss on the books.
An interesting side effect of the ASC 926-10 standard is demonstrated by the way it has been
abused in the past by companies wishing to maximize their financial strength, at least on paper. The
paramount example was Cannon Films, one of the major independents in the boom days of the late
1980s. Cannon specialized in producing low-to-medium-budget pictures in volume. It was a major
proponent of raising production cash by preselling foreign rights and borrowing against its expectations
from huge credit facilities primarily funded by the French national bank, Crédit Lyonnais.
Cannon is also remembered for habitually estimating revenue for their pictures far in excess of
what the films ever actually earned. As a result, the company was free to amortize a fraction of the
production costs compared with what would have been the case had they been more conservative in
their reporting. In the short term, the result was an ability to report tremendous profits, which in turn
helped keep the company’s stock price at high levels.
Eventually, reality caught up with Cannon, both in the form of a more sophisticated Wall Street
and an enforcement action by the Securities and Exchange Commission that was settled when the
company agreed not to be so aggressive with its accounting methods. Once Cannon began amortizing its
costs in a more conventional manner, huge profits turned into crushing losses. The company no longer
exists, and its demise is often pointed to as one of the events that signaled the end of the go-go ’80s
independent film scene.
The Cannon model provides a classic example of how ASC 926-10 allows for a reporting entity to
manipulate financial information. By inflating ultimate revenue estimates, the distributor can slow down
the rate of amortization, thereby increasing the profitability of the company.
For instance, our prior example of a $30 million picture with $60 million in ultimates generated
$30 million in revenue this year, we would write off $15 million in cost. The transactional income
statement would show a $15 million profit. If the ultimate revenues were projected at $90 million,

however, the same $30 million in revenue would generate $10 million in cost amortization, resulting in a
$20 million profit.
This profit, presented on the financial statements of the distributing entity, bears no
relationship to contractual profits provided by profit participation agreements. Although the gross
receipts and distribution expenses are the same for both types of accounting, the participation
agreement’s contractual provisions detailing how profits are calculated are very different from how a
distributor reports profits and losses on a profit-and-loss statement.
AUDITS
TO ERR IS HOLLYWOOD
When a film is a box-office hit, profit participants generally don’t trust the good graces of the
distributor to ensure that their interests are being looked after. History tells us that when distributors
err in calculating whether a participant is due additional compensation under a profit participation
agreement, the error usually favors the distributor, not the participant. Hence, the need for
participation audits and auditors.
Participation audits are a normal and expected part of the relationship between the participant
and distributor. Each participation agreement contains a provision for audit rights. Auditing is not
looked upon as a sign of mistrust, but a chance to confirm the propriety of the accountings and raise any
issues of interpretation or equity that are not clear within the contract.
The process itself is relatively straightforward. Once the participant receives a statement from
the distributor, he or she may demand an audit within a limited period of time, usually between 18 and
36 months. An auditor is then recruited from one of the small handful of firms specializing in
participation audits.
When the audit is complete, the auditor provides a report to the client detailing what types of
claims, if any, might be made against the distributor for additional contingent compensation. Usually the
auditor will also be involved in meetings with the distributor and the participant’s financial and/or legal
advisors to attempt to resolve the claims informally. Most claims settle without litigation, and where a
lawsuit is filed, most suits settle before trial. However, without an audit, the participant is always at a
disadvantage, because the studio controls what each profit-participation statement contains.
IDENTIFYING MECHANICAL ERRORS
Three types of audit claims can result from a review of profit participation statements. The first
results from errors in recording information. These are simple mechanical accounting errors, though,
interestingly, when these types of errors are discovered, they generally favor the distributor. The reason
for this is probably related to the human tendency to take more care with an employer’s interests than
a stranger’s.
Recording errors are also generally fairly straightforward. Expenses may be coded to the wrong picture,
revenues applied improperly, or contractual nuances that differ from the standard contract language
are benignly ignored by the reporting entity. Such mistakes are generally deemed “Errors Agreed to Be
Corrected” in the audit report and are quickly adjusted on the participation statements.

CONTRACT INTERPRETATION
The second type of claim relates to matters of contract interpretation or ambiguity in contract
language. For example, most participation contracts provide for “interest to be calculated at 125% of
the prime rate on unrecouped production cost.” This rather simple language does not take into account
the myriad ways in which interest could be calculated.
In calculating interest for a quarterly reporting period, some distributors attempt to average the
expenses of the quarter and the revenue received in the quarter; a fair and reasonable method. Other
distributors assume that all costs were incurred on the 45th day of the quarter while revenue was
received on the 90th day. Such a one-sided approach opens all contractual interpretations by the latter
studio to claims of overreaching.
If it hasn’t been gleaned from earlier portions of this book, now is as good a time as any to
stress the point that the motion picture industry has a great lack of precise definition or consistent
usage of terms. Many contractual provisions utilize the definition “as that term is generally understood
in the motion picture industry.”
However, be aware: TERMS ARE GENERALLY MISUNDERSTOOD IN THE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY! In the authors’ experience, the “generally understood” phrase works its way into a contract
simply because the parties either don’t want to spend the time defining terms of art or they couldn’t
agree on what they meant in the first place.
Because industry terms vary from distributor to distributor and from one geographic location to
the next, such contractual provisions are invitations to dispute and litigation. The industry doesn’t seem
to care, and “generally understood” remains an important ingredient in the modern motion picture
agreement.
FAIRNESS AND EQUITY
The third type of audit claim is one of fairness and equity. While some might feel that equity
does not have a place within contractual relationships, the intent of an agreement is not always
reflected in its language. For example, most participation agreements provide for the deduction of
“direct out-of-pocket” distribution expenses. In detailing such expenses within the contract, specific
mention is made of foreign remittance taxes.
Most agreements go on to note that the deductibility of such taxes will not be diminished by
any manner in which the distributor treats such taxes for purposes of filing its income tax returns.
In reality, such remittance taxes are not a direct out-of-pocket cost for most distributors. They
are available to be taken as a foreign tax credit on the distributor’s U.S. income tax return. Even though
there is explicit license in the contract for the deduction of these taxes, the expense charge does not
seem to be equitably within the spirit of the agreement.
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AMENDED FINAL AWARD
The Undersigned Arbitrator, having been designated by the parties, and having read

and considered the submissions, documentary and testimonial proof, arguments and allegations
of the parties, finds, concludes and issues this Final Award, as follows:

I.
INTRODUCTION
Summary of Contentions

At issue in this Arbitration are the claims of Respondents Wark Entertainment, Inc. f/s/o
Barry Josephson ("Josephson"), Temperance Brennan, L.P. f/s/o Kathleen Reichs ("Reichs"),
Snooker Doodle Productions, Inc. f/s/o Emily Deschanel ("Deschanel"), and Bertha Blue, Inc.
f/s/o David Boreanaz ("Boreanaz") (collectively, "Respondents" or "Participants") against
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation ("TCFTV"), Fox Entertainment Group, LLC ("FEG"),
Twenty-First Century Fox, Inc. ("21CF"), and Fox Broadcasting Company ("FBC")
(collectively, "Claimants" or "Fox") relating to the television series "Bones." The series was
based on the best-selling fiction novels by Reichs, and the characters w,ere played by Deschanel
and Boreanaz. Josephson served as the executive producer who developed the Series.
The claims emanate from Respondents' agreements with TCFTV ("Agreements") which
include "backend" contingent compensation. Respondents contend that Fox breached its
obligations under these Agreements in multiple licensing transactions - domestic broadcasting,
international licensing, and streaming - and they assert claims for breach of contract, fraud,
tortious interference with contract and inducing breach of contract. Fox denies the claims
brought by Respondents and asserts that it carried out all of its contractual obligations and duties.
Fox further contends that contrary to the allegations and assertions of Respondents, its
comportment and business decisions affecting the show actually secured the show's future and at
the same time enhanced the remuneration ultimately paid to its Participants.
In that regard, Fox determined that it did not make business sense to exercise a full cost
of production option for Season 5 as it would have resulted in a loss of millions of dollars if
those fees were paid over the two-season period. To quote Fox's opening brief: "Bones was a
middling show with middling ratings" and did not justify a license fee of that magnitude. Rather,
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Fox declined its option for Bones and negotiated a new license fee with TCFTV. The parties
eventually agreed on a -

per episode fee, along with a ratings bonus, for two seasons.

Fox argues that the evidence demonstrates unequivocally that its only viable business
alternative was to pay a -

per episode license fee or let the show be cancelled.

Moreover, the license agreement finally negotiated for Bones Seasons 5 and 6 (i.e. the
er episode amount) actually kept the show alive and in the end generated millions
more in revenue for Respondents. Fox is adamant that the license fee eventually agreed upon
and negotiated for the show was on "monetary terms comparable" to "similar transactions" for
licenses between itself and third parties for "comparable programs."
Fox believed that not one of its competitors would pay a higher license fee and in Fox's
view, it was better off losing Bones than risking millions of dollars with a full cost fee.
Additionally, Fox contends that Josephson and Reichs are barred from challenging the license
fees for Seasons 5 and 6 as they both knowingly and willingly executed a Release.
While each side has proffered many more contentions and defenses than outlined above,
their respective arguments will be addressed in further detail below.
II.

PRELIMINARY ISSUES
All Claims Presented Are Arbitrable

At the outset, the Arbitrator finds it necessary to address an issue that was long ago put to
bed and long ago the subject of a painstakingly detailed stipulation by and among counsel.
Astonishingly, Fox, now for the first time, takes the position that certain critical issues presented
and argued by Respondents are not arbitrable and as such outside the purview and authority of
this Arbitrator and the matters before him.

1

1 To provide perspective as to the timeliness of this contention, it is to be noted that Fox raised this argument for the
first time in the final hour of closing arguments, after 4+ weeks of hearings and 2 &1/2 years of proceedings. Not
one word of arbitrability was ever mentioned or addressed in any pre-trial hearings or in Fox's opening briefs.
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To highlight the Arbitrator's dismay as well as Fox's indefensible position in this regard,
a chronology of Fox's actions will be discussed. It must be noted that the following facts are
incontrovertible.
First, it was Fox that filed the Demand for Arbitration which gave rise to the proceedings
herein. Fox did not wait to compel arbitration; it actually proceeded with its demand and initiated
the arbitration prior to any motion and always took the position that all claims presented were
and are arbitrable, save and except Respondents' claims for an audit.
Second, and perhaps most interesting to this analysis is that while counsel for
Respondents did pursue a State Court action attempting to avoid arbitration, it was Fox who,
once again, took the position that arbitration of Respondents' claims was mandated per the terms
of the agreements between TCFTV and its Participants. In fact, Fox doubled down on this
position before the Honorable Richard E. Rico when it filed its motion to compel arbitration. Fox
prevailed, and arbitration was ordered, and the State Court action was stayed. Accordingly, the
doctrine of judicial estoppel precludes any late proffered position to the contrary.
Third, having prevailed in State Court with its motion to compel and once again raising
this issue with the Arbitrator at the first Arbitration Management Conference, the parties not only
stipulated that the claims presented here are to be arbitrated but in addition thereto highlighted by

hand those pleadings and causes of action that are the subject of these proceedings so as to avoid
the very issue and argument now being proffered at the stroke of midnight. The parties did
exactly what was ordered by the Arbitrator. Not only was a stipulation entered into, but with
their own hands, the parties highlighted all claims subject to these proceedings and the
jurisdiction of the Arbitrator so as to leave no doubt that this argument should not have been
brought.
Hence, Fox, in presenting this belated contention, must overcome the following:
1. Judicial estoppel which precludes any and all assertions to the contrary;
2. A Stipulation that it willingly entered into; and
3. Waiver with respect to any argument to the contrary.
Each of these points will be addressed below so as to leave no doubt that Fox's position is
disingenuous at best and specious at worst.
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Fox specifically addresses two claims which it argues are not arbitrable:
(1) Respondents' ownership claim related to Hulu, and
(2) Respondents' "reasonable and nondiscriminatory" claim.
Under California law, "parties may expressly agree to arbitrate: (1) in a contract signed
before a dispute arises, ... ; or (2) in a binding stipulation to arbitrate entered into after a dispute
has arisen." Douglass v. Serenivision, Inc., 20 Cal. App. 5th 376, 387 (2018). In this instance,
both a signed contract and a binding stipulation are present and cannot be argued to the contrary.
In January 2016, Fox submitted its Statement of Claim to JAMS. In its Statement of
Claim, Fox set forth the claims alleged in the Complaint: against TCFTV for breach of contract,
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and declaratory judgment; against FBC,
FEG and 21 CF for inducing breach of contract and intentional interference with contract; against
TCFTV, FBC and PEG for unfair competition; and against all Claimants for fraudulent
inducement, fraudulent concealment, and an accounting. (Statement of Claim, ,r 25.) Fox's
demand went on to state: "All of the claims raised in those Complaints, however, are subject to

the parties' agreements to arbitrate. Indeed, binding and applicable arbitration provisions are
found in the very Agreements that the Respondents claim they want enforced." (Statement of
Claim, ,r 26.) (Emphasis added.)
Fox explicitly states that through its Demand, it "seeks to enforce the parties' agreement
to arbitrate these disputes." (Id. at ,r 32.) It went on to state that "ftjo the extent that

Respondents seek to raise any additional claims against Fox in their Superior Court
Complaints on the basis of those Agreements, Fox also seeks to resolve those disputes in this
binding arbitration be/ore JAMS. " (Id. )(Emphasis added)
Thereafter, Fox moved to compel arbitration of the claims brought by Respondents in the
Superior Court. On April 8, 2016, Judge Rico issued an Order granting Fox's motion to compel
and staying the non-arbitrable claims. More specifically, he found that the Self-Dealing, 2009
Release, and Non-Contractual Claims are all subject to arbitration, and the Contingent
Compensation Claims are not subject to arbitration. (See 4/8/16 Order, pp. 3-7.) Fox, having
obtained the relief it sought in Superior Court, is now prevented from currently asserting an
inconsistent position under the doctrine of judicial estoppel.
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Even beyond Judge Rico's Order, during the Arbitration Management Conference held
on April 26, 2016 (a mere 18 days after the Court's order), the Arbitrator, in a desire to ensure
that all parties were clear about the issues subject to arbitration and the claims to be resolved,
raised this very issue so as to put to rest the potential for a later claim that the arbitrator resolved
a matter reserved for the court. As a result, the Arbitrator ordered the parties to meet and confer
to reach a formal stipulation as to each and every claim that is the subject of the Cross Demands
for Arbitration. (Scheduling Order No. 1 dated May 2, 2016)
Subsequently, the parties submitted such a stipulation entitled "Stipulation Regarding
Claims in Arbitration" and to it is attached the Statement of Claim. The parties set forth their
understanding of Judge Rico's April 8, 2016 Order regarding the claims subject to arbitration.
As they represent in the Stipulation:
[T]he parties understand the April 8 Order to pertain to four categories of claims
alleged in the KBTF Respondents' Complaint: (1) "Self-Dealing Claims," which
are claims related to the allegations that TCFTV entered into transactions with
affiliates on terms that were not comparable to the terms on which the affiliated
entity entered into similar transactions with unrelated third parties; (2) "2009
Release Claims," which are claims related to 2009 release agreements concerning
Seasons 5 and 6 of Bones; (3) "Contingent Compensation Claims," which are
claims that TCFTV miscalculated, misclassified, or improperly allocated the
contingent compensation to which the KBTF Respondents are due or failed to
negotiate their contingent compensation to which the KBTF Respondents are due
or failed to negotiate their contingent compensation definitions in good faith; and
(4) "Failure to Permit Audit Claims," which are allegations by the KBTF
Respondents that TCFTV failed to provide the auditor with documents it was
contractually obligated to provide.
(Stipulation, ,I 2.) The parties then state: "The Self-Dealing and 2009 Release Claims are
arbitrable; the Contingent Compensation and Failure to Permit Audit Claims are not." (Id.)
They even highlighted the exact claims in the Complaint that "are fully arbitrable." (Id. at ,I 2.)
To be clear, Fox belatedly challenges only two claims. In its Reply Brief re Arbitrability,
it argues that it was the Superior Court ruling that set the scope of the arbitration and cannot be
challenged. It is interesting to note that it was Fox that sought the Superior Court ruling and
entered into the very stipulation it now seeks to disavow. Having initiated the Demand for
Arbitration and having likewise stipulated to arbitrate the very claims presented by the
Respondents, Fox now argues that Judge Rico's order actually circumscribes these proceedings
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and somehow likewise circumscribes/nullifies the stipulation it entered into. Judge Rico's order
does no such thing and does not void the operative stipulation.
Simply put, the two claims challenged by Fox are clearly within the scope of this
Arbitration, as they relate to the Self-Dealing Claims which the parties explicitly agreed to
arbitrate - in both a signed agreement before a dispute arose and in a "binding stipulation to
arbitrate entered into after a dispute has arisen."
As analyzed herein, the Hulu ownership claim is part of Respondents' claim that Fox
licensed in-season streaming rights for Bones to its affiliate Hulu on artificially low monetary
terms in violation of the self-dealing protections. More specifically, the issue of whether TCFTV
or FBC owned the in-streaming rights to Bones must be decided as a factual predicate to the selfdealing claim. Respondents' claim to their share of $95.9 million that should have been included
in TCFTV's Gross Receipts presupposes that TCFTV possessed the in-season streaming rights
for Bones on Hulu.
The reasonable and nondiscriminatory claims look at the same conduct by TCFTV in its
licensing that is challenged by Respondents and examines whether it also breached TCFTV's
obligation to distribute Bones "on a reasonable and non-discriminatory basis." "Several
contracts relating to the same matters, between the same parties, and made as parts of
substantially one transaction, are to be taken together." Cal. Civ. Code§ 1642. Here, the
"reasonable and non-discriminatory" standard of Paragraph VII.BB applies to the "distribution ..
. of the Program directly or by any Subsidiary, Affiliate, or other Party," and thus modifies the
"complete, exclusive and unqualified discretion and control as to time, manner, and terms of[]
distribution" standard found in Paragraph lO(a) of the Agreements. To determine whether Fox
breached its contractual obligations through self-dealing, it is necessary to look at Paragraph
VII.BB in conjunction with Paragraphs 10(a) and (b) to ascertain what those obligations were.
Certainly, the Hulu ownership and reasonable and non-discriminatory claims do not fall
within the ambit of the Contingent Compensation and Failure to Permit Audit Claims which are
the only claims remaining in Superior Court. Judge Rico's order distinguished between claims
that "challenge Fox's calculation or reporting of Plaintiffs contingent compensation under ...
the MAGR Definition," which are not arbitrable, and claims that "challenge Fox's decision to
broadcast the series on Fox," which are arbitrable.
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Even if the parties' explicit agreements to arbitrate are not enough, which the Arbitrator
finds that they are, Fox has waived the right to make jurisdictional challenges regarding any of
the claims. Under JAMS Comprehensive Arbitration Rules & Procedures, "jurisdictional and
arbitrability disputes, including disputes over the formation, existence, validity, interpretation or
scope of the agreements under which Arbitration is sought, and who are proper Parties to the
Arbitration, shall be submitted to and ruled on by the Arbitrator." JAMS Rule ll(b). The
California Court of Appeal has held that the incorporation of JAMS Rule 11 "serves as clear and
unmistakable evidence of the parties' intent to delegate such issues [of arbitrability] to an
arbitrator" and "authorized the arbitrator to make the final decision regarding what issues were
arbitrable." Greenspan v. LADT, LLC, 185 Cal. App. 4th 1413, 1442-43 (2010) (internal
quotations and citation omitted; emphasis in original).
"Jurisdictional challenges under Rule 11 shall be deemed waived, unless asserted in a
response to a Demand or counterclaim or promptly thereafter, when circumstances first suggest
an issue of arbitrability." JAMS Rule 9(f). Fox has waived any challenge to the arbitrability of
any of the claims in this matter by willingly participating over the past two and a half years
without contesting the Arbitrator's jurisdiction. Not only did Fox initiate this Arbitration, but it
has willingly engaged in discovery, submitted discovery disputes to the Arbitrator, offered
witnesses for deposition, and notably, engaged in an over a month-long arbitration hearing.
During all this time, Fox has never disputed that the Arbitrator had authority to make a final
disposition of all claims presented. 2
Fox asserts that the Hulu ownership claim was first raised in Ms. Zigler's April 30, 2018
expert report, yet Fox does not even attempt to explain its delay of over four months to first raise
an objection to arbitrability. Moreover, as Fox points out, this issue was raised much earlier - in
one of the Superior Court complaints that Fox compelled to arbitration and in the first
depositions in this case. (Respondents' Arb. Br. Ex. 1 at Ex. B, p. 13, ,i 25; Ex. 5 at 178:9-

2 Fox argues that it could not have waived its arbitrability argument because the burden was on Respondents to
amend their claims. However, no amendment was needed since the claims are within the scope of arbitration.
Moreover, the burden was on Fox as the party challenging arbitrability to raise this issue "when circumstances first
suggest an issue ofarbitrability." Clearly, Fox did not do so and likewise Fox gave no hint of any arbitrability issues
at any time during this case as it cannot point to any time prior to the closing hours of the hearing wherein it even
suggested such an issue.
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179:2.) Similarly, Fox was aware of Respondents' Paragraph VII. BB breach claims before the
hearing yet failed to raise any objections. (Respondents' Pre Hrg. Br. at 2, 4.)
Not only is a finding of waiver compelled by JAMS Rules, but it is also supported by
case law independent of Rule 9(f). Fox, relying on Ficek v. S. Pac. Co., 338 F.2d 665, 657 (9th
Cir. 1964), suggests that waiver can only apply if a party waits until after the arbitrator's decision
to raise an objection. However, the Ninth Circuit held that Ficek is "equally applicable" to
objections raised before the arbitrator's decision, reasoning that "[i]t would be unreasonable and
unjust to allow [the defendant] to challenge the legitimacy of the arbitration process, in which he
had voluntarily participated over a period of several months." Fortune, Alsweet & Eldridge, Inc.
v. Daniel, 724 F.2d 1355, 1357 (9th Cir. 1983) (per curiam).
The Arbitrator disagrees entirely with Fox's assertions, which represent a transparent
attempt to derail this Arbitration before the final award is issued. See Nghiem v. NEC Elec.,
Inc., 25 F.3d 1437, 1440 (9th Cir. 1994) (affirming arbitrator's decision where claimant initiated
arbitration, attended hearing with representation, presented evidence, and submitted closing brief
before getting cold feet and filing suit in state court prior to decision; stating "[o]nee a claimant
submits to the authority of the arbitrator and pursues arbitration, he cannot suddenly change his
mind and assert lack of authority"). It is frivolous for Fox to claim belatedly that certain claims
have arisen that suggest an issue of arbitrability. These very same arguments and issues have
been heavily litigated throughout this case and certainly during the month and a half arbitration
hearing.
In sum, from the inception of this case, Fox sought to compel arbitration of the present
claims, and its attempt to offer last-minute arguments otherwise is unsupported factually and
legally. Accordingly, all claims presented herein are arbitrable and the Arbitrator has the power
to issue a binding award as to the claims presented herein.

Punitive Damages Are Available for the Tort Claims
Another issue raised by Fox for the first time during its closing argument and in its PostHearing Brief is the availability of punitive damages. Fox argues that the Agreements expressly
bar Participants' claim for punitive damages. Fox relies on the following from Paragraph lO(b):
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Each of Company and Artist agrees that Company's and Artist's sole remedy
against Fox for any alleged failure by Fox to comply with the terms of this
paragraph shall be actual damages, and Company and Artist hereby waive any
right to seek or obtain preliminary or permanent injunctive relief or punitive relief
in connection with any such alleged failure (Emphasis added).
The Arbitrator finds that this limit on punitive damages in Paragraph 10(b) does not apply
to the alleged tortious conduct of Fox. To begin with, on its face, the waiver applies only to "any
alleged failure by Fox to comply with the terms of [Paragraph 10(b)]." In other words, it applies
to the contract claims only, and Respondents do not seek punitive damages related to the contract
claims.
Furthermore, "Fox" as used in Respondents' agreements is defined as "Twentieth
Century Fox Television, a unit of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation." Therefore, the
"alleged failure" referenced in the waiver is the Studio's failure to comply with Paragraph l0(b).
The waiver does not apply to Respondents' tort claims against the non-studio Claimants and
fraud claim against TCFTV.
Even beyond the plain language of the waiver and its inapplicability to the tort claims
here, California Civil Code § 1668 provides:
All contracts, which have for their object, directly or indirectly, to exempt anyone
from responsibility for his own fraud, or willful injury to the persons or property
of another, or violation oflaw, whether willful or negligent, are against the policy
of the law.
As courts have found, "This section made it clear that a party could not contract away
liability for his fraudulent or intentional acts .... " Gardner v. Downtown Porsche Audi, 180
Cal. App. 3d 713, 716 (1986). Indeed, "[i]t is now settled-and in full accord with the language
of the statute-that notwithstanding its different treatment of ordinary negligence, under section
1668, a party [cannot] contract away liability for his fraudulent or intentional acts or for his
negligent violations of statutory law, regardless of whether the public interest is affected."
Health Net of Cal., Inc. v. Dept. of Health Servs., 113 Cal. App. 4th 224,234 (2003) (internal
quotations and citations omitted). Thus, any alleged waiver of tort claims and punitive damages
in Paragraph l0(b) is barred by Section 1668. See Ting v. AT&T, 182 F. Supp. 2d 902, 925
(N.D. Cal. 2002) (contractual provision limiting recovery to direct damages, but precluding
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punitive damages, was impermissible under section 1668), aff d in part, rev' d in part on other
grounds, 319 F. 3d 1126 (9th Cir. 2003).
Fox seeks to argue that it "does not matter that Participants are alleging tort, rather than
contract, claims as the basis for punitive damages." It relies on Judge Rico's order that tort
claims are only arbitrable because they arise out of Paragraph l0(b) as "self-dealing claims."
Fox's reliance on Judge Rico's finding regarding the arbitrability of the tort claims is sorely
misplaced. In no way can Judge Rico's determination that tort claims that arise out of the
contractual relationship are subject to the parties' arbitration provision be twisted to bar available
remedies at law for intentional torts.
Thus, Fox overreaches with its argument based on the language of Paragraph l0(b). The
plain language of Paragraph l0(b) does not apply to prevent an award of punitive damages
against the non-Studio Claimants for intentional torts and against TCFTV for fraud.

III.
BREACH OF CONTRACT THROUGH THE RELEASE AND FRAUD
The Claim for Breach of Contract
Respondents argue that TCFTV (also sometimes referred to as the Studio) breached the
Affiliate Transaction Protection provision in all of Respondents' Agreements for Seasons 5-8.
They argue that not only did TCFTV fail to transact with its affiliates on comparable monetary
terms to its transactions with unrelated third-party distributors for comparable programs, but that
it likewise had no intention of complying.
Fox, on the other hand, argues that FBC (also sometimes referred to as the Network)
determined that it did not make business sense to exercise the full-cost option for Season 5
because Bones was a middling show with middling ratings. Instead, Fox claims, FBC declined
its option for Bones and negotiated a new license with the Studio. It asserts that the Bones
Seasons 5 and 6 license agreement not only permitted Bones to stay on the air and continue
generating millions in revenue for Respondents, but it was also on "monetary terms comparable"
to "similar transactions" for licenses between FBC and third parties for "comparable programs,"
as were the licenses for Seasons 7 and 8. These assertions, however, do not comport with the
evidence presented.
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As early as January 2009 there is no doubt,
(Exhibit 417A), that FBC had already decided, resolved and determined
that it was not going to pay a full cost-of-production license fee for the fifth and sixth seasons of
Bones. As far as FBC was concerned, Bones was not worth the cost or effort of further
production on a full cost-of-production basis. Or so it led its talent to believe. These facts are
undisputed and confirmed by both the documentary evidence and the testimony of the FBC
witnesses themselves. Additionally, this was confirmed by the Fox Studio witnesses who were
supposed to be aligned with Respondents.
Hence, with zero surprise, FBC declined its option. While FBC takes the position that it
knew it might risk losing the show to another network the real question is, did FBC truly intend
on cancelling the show or was another strategy in play? Once again and without any
controverting evidence, the Fox Studio executives (TCFTV), knowing the fate of its show as
early as January 2009, did absolutely nothing to ensure its survivability until the stroke of
midnight whereupon the testimony demonstrates a feckless effort to protect its own interests and
the interests of Respondents.
While feigning protest and an inability to do nothing other than capitulate, the Studio
executives (TCFTV} became willing partners with the Network (Fox) to lead its talent into a deal
that was not only favorable to the its parent network but likewise assuring itself no participant
leakage. The parties did eventually agree on a -

per episode license fee, -

, but the cost of doing so for Respondents came at the cost of a
release and a complete disregard for the contractual obligations owed by TCFTV.
The analysis begins with the Affiliate Transaction Protection provision found in
Paragraph 10(b) of the Participant Agreements ("Paragraph 10(b)"), which provides:
b.
Dealings with Affiliates: Each of Company and Artist acknowledges that
Fox is part of a diversified, multi-faceted, international company, whose affiliates
include, or may in the future include, among others, exhibitors, television
"platforms", networks, stations and programming services, video device
distributors, record companies, internet companies, so called "E. Commerce
companies", publishers (literary and electronic) and wholesale and retail outlets
(individually or collectively, "Affiliated Company or Companies"). In
consideration thereof, Fox agrees that Fox's transactions with Affiliated
Companies will be on monetary terms comparable to the terms on which the
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Affiliated Company enters into similar transactions with unrelated third-party
distributors for comparable programs.
The Arbitrator agrees with Respondents that not only did TCFTV fail to comply with
Paragraph l0(b) but that it also never intended to comply with Paragraph l0(b).
Fox's documents and testimony establish that TCFTV had no intention or ability to
transact with its affiliates "on monetary terms comparable to the terms on which [Fox Affiliates]
enter[ ] into similar transactions with unrelated third party distributors for comparable
programs." The evidence in this regard is uncontroverted by both the Fox Studio witnesses and
the Network witnesses. Every witness from both TCFTV and FBC testified that TCFTV
executives did not have access to, or they did not seek, information concerning FBC's
transactions with unaffiliated third-party studios at the time they entered into any of the
agreements for Bones.
First, Mr. Howard Kurtzman, head of Business Affairs for TCFTV, testified that he has
no recollection of ever having conversations with FBC about comparable programs. (7/12/18 Tr.
at 800:9-801 :17; 905:15-907:6; 942:14-943:23; 950: 9-951 :2; 907:2-6.) He testified that he had
no access to FBC's license fee information with third party distributors. (Id. at 943:5-12.) When
asked whether TCFTV ever asked for third party agreements in connection with Seasons 5 and 6
license negotiations, Kurtzman responded, "I don't believe so. We weren't - - we weren't privy
to those agreements." (Id. at 943:19-23.)
Next, Ms. Dana Walden, Co-President ofTCFTV, testified as follows:

Q. In fact, you didn't make any effort as part of the negotiations over Season 5 of
Bones to learn what FBC paid any unaffiliated third-party studio for any other
series in Seasons 5 and 6; correct?
A. We were not allowed to get that information from the Network.
(7/16/18 Tr. at 1307:20-1308:18.) In fact, she testified that she never read or understood the
participant agreements. (Id. at 1263:23-1266:23.)
Although Ms. Walden claimed that she was more on the "creative" side as Co-President
ofTCFTV, her complete lack of knowledge of the agreements of those whose interests she
represented is either shocking if true, or disingenuous if false. Her understanding of the Studio's
obligation to participants under the Affiliate Transaction Protection clause is that the "deals must
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be as good as marketplace deals. So that when we're making a deal with a sister company, we
are making a deal that we feel is a fair marketplace deal." (Id. at 1265: 1-7.) Ms. Walden, at this
point in time in 2009, had been a co-head of the Studio for ten years and had absolutely no idea
what the standard was with respect to dealing with affiliates.
Mr. Barron, the Studio CFO, similarly testified that he had no access to the information
and no insight to share. (8/13/18 Tr. at 5169:8-20; 5170:3-9.) He was not involved in anything
at FBC, so there was no comparability analysis involving FBC numbers. (Id. at 5155:15-23.)
This testimony of the Studio was consistent on the Network side. Mr. Ira Kurgan, Head
of Business Affairs for FBC, testified that nobody ever mentioned the comparable terms
standard. When asked whether the Studio ever told him that he was obligated to pay the license
fee for Bones on monetary terms comparable to what the Network was paying for other shows,
he said ''that never came up":

Q. And nobody from the Studio ever said the license fee for Bones has to be on
comparable terms to your agreements with unaffiliated studios because we have a
contractual obligation to the participants, right?
A. Yeah, that never came up.
(7/18/18 Tr. at 1814:10-21.) As a result, he never told the Studio what FBC was paying for
comparable programs. (Id. at 1815: 22-25.)
Mr. Peter Rice, Chairman ofFBC, testified that he did not look at comparable programs
or ask anybody to do so:

Q. I'll do this one slowly again. At any time during the year 2009, did you
personally ever embark upon the task of trying to figure out ifthere was a show
that was comparable to Bones?
A. Not that I recall.

Q. Did you ever instruct anybody to do that?
A. Not that I recall.

Q. At any time during the time you were negotiating the license fee for Seasons 5
and 6 of Bones, did you ever embark upon the task of trying to find out what
comparable programs of Bones here were on other networks?
A. Not that I recall.
(7/13/18 Tr. at 1057:9-1058:9.)
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As Respondents point out, it is necessary to address Mr. Gary Newman's testimony last
since everybody pointed to Mr. Newman as the person who would know about the comparability
standard. Mr. Newman, the other Co-President ofTCFTV, testified he did not recall whether he
asked anybody at the Network for the requisite comparable information, and he did not recall
whether anybody from the Network ever provided him with that information. (7/23/18 Tr. at
2381: 5-18.)
Then, Mr. Newman revealed that he was involved in the group that conceived of
Paragraph lO(b):

Q. Now, from being involved in the group that conceived this paragraph, do you
have an understanding of what the goals were in terms of this particular language?
A. Yes.
Q. What are the goals?
A. You know, as we were trying to come up with a standard of dealing that, that
would be as objective as we could make it, we decided to utilize the comparable
terms that the affiliated company, so in our case it would have been the Fox
network, had entered into with third parties."
(Id. at 2543:17-2544:10.)
In direct contrast to Ms. Walden's understanding of the Studio's obligation to
participants, Mr. Newman stated that the goal of Paragraph lO(b) was to make an objective
standard. He explained why:
[W]e felt that was a better standard than the more subjective ones, like fair market
value or other such things. We wanted something that you could actually go find
data and be able to draw your conclusions from, from that data.
(Id. at 2544:1-10.)
Not only do each of the co-presidents of the Studio initially vary widely in their
understanding of the obligations the Studio had toward its talent, Ms. Walden actually attempted
to provide a completely different interpretation, enabling Fox to defend itself on the basis of fair
market value. This concept nowhere appears in the contract.
Ironically, when Mr. Newman was recalled to the stand on behalf of Fox, he then tried to
adopt Ms. Walden's concept of fair market value and move away from the very language of the
provision itself and one he helped develop. By attempting to morph the language of the
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operative contract to one of fair market value, both the Network and the Studio are in sync with
one another in their defense of the breach claims. However, this attempt to adopt the same
understanding only serves to highlight the breach and their impeachment.
Even after stating that the standard was an objective one requiring data, Mr. Newman did
not recall whether he himself ever did any research or asked anybody to do research to aid in the
Studio's negotiations with the Network. (Id. at 4088:14-24.) Instead, Mr. Newman claims he
went to agents to get marketplace information regarding Season 5. (Id. at 4087:15-4089:4.)
Essentially, this "marketplace information" was gathered
(Respondents' Ex. 2159-0001.)
Not only did this testimony lack any specificity, but more importantly, to reiterate, "market

information" is not the standard under Paragraph 10(b).
Fox's own witnesses- from the Studio and the Network- establish that Fox did not even
attempt to comply with Paragraph l0(b). In fact, there is no evidence that even one Fox
employee asked for, received, or reviewed a "similar transaction[] with unrelated third party
distributors for comparable programs."
The testimony of both Mr. Newman and Ms. Walden regarding "marketplace
information" is not only troubling but extremely disconcerting. The more these individuals
testified the more incredulous their testimony appeared. Specifically, their testimony was not
only "NOT" at odds with the Network but actually served the interests of the Network, meaning
if they could successfully morph the standard of third party comparables to some marketplace
value it would then serve to argue that no breach occurred since the value of Bones was fairly
calculated and achieved.
This is not a case of insufficient, questionable, or unreliable information. Rather, this is a
case of a complete absence of information, and the plain words of Paragraph 10(b) require that
Fox look at "similar transactions with unrelated third- party distributors for comparable
programs." This was not done, and Fox cannot deny this fact.
While admitting that it did not look at similar transactions at the time it negotiated for
Seasons 5-6, 7 and 8-9 of Bones, Fox argues that the express language of Paragraph lO(b) allows
it to look to later transactions. In other words, faced with an undisputed and undeniable breach,
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Fox now asserts an interpretation that strains credulity and devoid of common sense. Fox argues
that it can look both prospectively and presently - "in the event of any dispute" - to other similar
transactions between itself and a third-party to justify what it plainly did not do.
Fox relies on the word "enters" in Paragraph lO(b). However, Fox's interpretation
ignores the words "will be" - "Fox's transactions with Affiliated Companies will be on monetary
terms comparable .... " This mandatory language does not mean the challenged transaction
"was" on comparable monetary terms with third-party deals. Furthermore, "enters" is present
tense, not future tense, and plainly refers to other transactions existing at the time of the affiliate
transaction when read in conjunction with the promise that the monetary terms of future affiliate
transactions "will be comparable" to those of third-party transactions.
Both parties contend that the language of Paragraph lO(b) is not ambiguous. It is wellsettled that the interpretation of a contract involves a two-step process whereby the court
provisionally receives evidence concerning the parties' intentions to determine "ambiguity," i.e.
whether the language is "reasonably susceptible" to the interpretation urged by a party. See
Wolfv. Superior Court, 114 Cal. App. 4th 1343, 1351 (2004) (describing two-step approach to
consideration of extrinsic evidence). It is hardly surprising that Fox argues that the language of
Paragraph 10(b) is not ambiguous since the extrinsic evidence from its own witnesses directly
contradicts Fox's interpretation and unequivocally establishes the breach.
In this regard, it is interesting to note that Fox, in both of its closing briefs, distances itself

greatly from the testimony of its own witnesses. In fact, the post-hearing briefs submitted
resemble a motion for summary adjudication rather than a closing brief. Fox goes to great
lengths to ignore the testimony of its witnesses, as it must, since to do otherwise would
unquestionably establish the breach Respondents assert.
Mr. Newman testified that TCFTV was looking for the most "objective" standard of
dealing possible, so that "when we make a deal with an affiliated party we 're going to be able to
anticipate whether or not we 're opening ourselves up for liability from claims profit
participants." (7/23/18 Tr. at 2543:17-3545:13.) Mr. Chemin (another high-ranking executive)
also confirmed his understanding that the standard "will be applied at the time Fox enters into
self-dealing transactions so that [participants] will be paid fairly when the accounting statements
arrive." (7/16/18 Tr. at 1392:5-1394:1, 1482:9-20.) Upon a review of this extrinsic evidence,
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the Arbitrator determines that the language of Paragraph l0(b) is not reasonably susceptible to
the interpretation proffered by Fox, and no extrinsic evidence is needed to aid in the
interpretation of the contract. See Wolf, 114 Cal. App. 4 th at 1351 ("If in light of the extrinsic
evidence the court decides the language is 'reasonably susceptible' to the interpretation urged,
the extrinsic evidence is then admitted to aid in the second step - interpreting the contract.").
According to Fox's present assertion, the standard of Paragraph l0(b) will only be
employed if a particular transaction is challenged. Under this scenario, then, there is no metric
by which the Studio and Participants have to measure the fairness of the transaction, no certainty
that what the Network indeed agreed to was fair, and no way for the Studio to belatedly bring the
transaction into compliance. In fact, under Fox's construction, a transaction that complies with
Paragraph l0(b) at the time oflicensing could subsequently become non-compliant ifTCFTV's
affiliates thereafter enter into benchmark agreements on more favorable monetary terms. Fox
cannot seriously contend that any party, let alone the Studio and Participants, actually agreed to
unknown, subsequently occurring "similar transactions" standard to be the controlling standard.
This interpretation is illogical and untenable.
Following this assertion that later transactions can be examined, Fox claims that Bones'
license fees are comparable to those of Fringe. However, having determined that Fox's
interpretation of Paragraph 10(b) is not proper, the Arbitrator does not reach the parties'
arguments regarding the comparability of Fringe. Once again, the Arbitrator is somewhat
surprised by this latest contention by Fox since Fringe premiered three years after Bones. As
such, its fifth- year license fee could not have been considered at the time oflicensing. To state it
plainly, Fringe was not even in existence at the time the parties were negotiating Seasons 5 & 6
of Bones. How could Fringe be used for anything in this analysis? It can't.
With respect to House, both parties presented arguments regarding the comparability of
House. Respondents claim that House is the only comparable program to Bones since its
Seasons 5-8 each preceded Bones by one year. However, the evidence shows that Fox did not
even request information regarding House during the requisite time period.
Ms. Walden stated that she never requested information regarding House. (7 /16/18 Tr. at
1307:6-15.) Mr. Rice stated that he did not discuss House with Mr. Newman or Ms. Walden.
(7/13/18 Tr. at 1059:14-1060:4.) Mr. Newman testified that he did not analyze House as a
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comparable program. (7/23/18 Tr. at 2404:14-19.) He stated that Mr. Kurtzman would have
done research, but he didn't know whether Mr. Kurtzman ever asked for any House information.
(Id. at 2385:5-8.)
Moreover, Fox erroneously argues that Respondents have not carried their burden to
establish a breach of Paragraph lO(b) because they do not properly evaluate Bones and House by
taking into account differences in ratings, rankings, advertising revenue, awards and brand
impact that affect their relative values and overall profitability. Again, this is not the test - the
test is measured by Fox's actions in entering into transactions with Affiliated Companies on
comparable monetary terms to transactions with unrelated third-party distributors for comparable
programs.
Thus, it is undisputed that the Studio had the contractual obligation set forth in Paragraph
lO(b) and simply did not comply. More specifically, this meant that Ms. Walden, Mr. Newman
and Mr. Kurtzman were obligated to protect the Participants' interests when negotiating with the
Network by ensuring that the license fees for Bones were comparable to the license fees entered
into with third parties. This was not done.
Interestingly, both Ms. Walden and Mr. Newman testified that they engaged in tough
negotiations and fought for the Participants. However, the evidence belies these assertions.
How could they fight if they were not properly armed with the requisite information? What
negotiations were there if the information mandated by the contract was not examined, called for
or even investigated?
Moreover, additional and troubling evidence reveals that not only did the Studio know
that it would be in breach of the "Dealing with Affiliates" provision, but that it sought indemnity
from FBC to cover the breach.

(Respondents Ex. 767.) -
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(Respondents Ex 863.)
There is no doubt that the Studio realized that it was not going to win the fight with its
affiliate and therefore not only capitulated to the wishes of the Network but also became an
accomplice to fraud with respect to the Network's desire to limit both the Studio's and
Network's exposure for its breach and failure to negotiate in accord with the operative
contractual standards. A breach occurred, was known to have occurred, and was attempted to be
papered over by way of a release.

The Release and Fraud
Fox argues that Josephson and Reichs are barred from challenging the license fees for
Seasons 5 and 6 since they both signed a release. "In general, a written release extinguishes any
obligation covered by the release's terms, provided it has not been obtained by fraud, deception,
misrepresentation, duress, or undue influence." Skrbina v. Fleming Companies, 45 Cal. App. 4 th
1353, 1366 (1996). However, as argued by Respondents and established at the Hearing, the
release was procured by fraud and is a nullity on its face. To prove fraudulent inducement,
Josephson and Reichs must prove: (1) a "fraudulent statement" by TCFTV/FBC; (2) that
TCFTV/FBC "knew that the representation was not true"; (3) that TCFTV/FBC "made the
representation to persuade [Respondents] to agree to the [Release]"; (4) that Respondents
"reasonably relied on this representation"; and (5) that Respondents "would not have entered into
the contract if [they] had known that the representation was not true." CACI No. 334. 3
As a starting point, there is no reasonable dispute that executives and lawyers from both
TCFTV and FBC told Participants that Fox would cancel Bones unless it received a signed
release from all Participants. This point is simply incontrovertible.

-

(Respondents Ex. 2202.) However, Mr. Rice testified that a deal was already in

The elements of fraudulent concealment are identical, except instead of making a fraudulent statement, the
defendant must have "concealed or suppressed a material fact." Prakashpalan v. Engstrom, Lipscomb & Lack, 223
Cal. App. 4th 1105, 1129 (2014).

3
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place with the Studio to put the show on the air before he called Josephson. (7/13/18 Tr. at
1138:21-1139:5; 1247:20-1248:2.)

As Respondents point out, "Participants" includes Boreanaz and Deschanel, and at the
time this document was prepared and signed, Fox knew that Boreanaz and Deschanel were not
going to sign the prepared release. Boreanaz and Deschanel did not agree to waive any right to
assert any claim in connection with the renewal of the license fee.
On May 15, 2009 (the same date as set forth above),
. (Fox Ex.
2254.) Ms. Lauren Whitney, Mr. Josephson's agent, testified that it was made very clear by Mr.
Bramhall that the series would not be picked up unless all Participants signed. (7/10/18 Tr. at
426:6-10.)

Yet, Mr. Newman was the very person who called
Josephson on this date and told him everybody had to sign. (See also 7/23/18 Tr. at 2467:132468: 8.)
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. (Respondents Ex. 573.)
This was either a statement of total dissatisfaction (at best) or a veiled threat of consequences (at
worst). There can be no other inferences drawn from such a statement.

(Id.) Again, this is misleading, at best. Mr.
Bramhall does not correct the recitals, nor does he remove the signature blocks for Boreanaz and
Deschanel. As will be discussed below, the failure to remove the signature blocks is critical.
While Mr. Bramhall claims that he told Whitney and Josephson's representatives that the
actors were not signing, this statement is without any documentary proof and stands directly
contrary to the testimony from other witnesses and is both troubling and incredulous when
juxtaposed with Mr. Rice's testimony below. Nobody corroborates this testimony. (7 /10/18 Tr.
at 428:12-18, 433:21-434:18 (Whitney); 7/10/18 Tr. at 497:5-498:9 (Collier); 7/25/18 Tr. at
3173:2-3174:10 (Schenkman).)
Unlike Mr. Bramhall, Mr. Rice admits that he knew that Deschanel and Boreanaz were
not signing the Release, but he did not tell Josephson or Reichs or instruct anyone to inform
them. (7 /13/18 Tr. at 1149: 17-1150: 13.) Both Josephson and Reichs testified that they would
not have signed the Release had they known that not all Participants were signing. (7 /9/18
Reichs Tr. at 171:8-16; 7/9/18 Josephson Tr. at 272:5-19.) They had no desire to risk
cancellation of the Show. Ms. Whitney, agent for both Reichs and Josephson, testified that had
she known that Boreanaz and Deschanel were not going to sign the Release, "it would have
changed the conversation completely." (7/10/18 Tr. at 440:1-22.)
Notwithstanding the insurmountable evidence that Fox did, in fact, mislead Participants,
Fox takes the position that it did not hide anything and the lack of signatures on the Release itself
clearly demonstrates that Boreanaz and Deschanel did not sign the Release. Hence, Fox proffers
and concludes that the evidence is quite plain, unambiguous and straightforward: Anyone signing
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would have seen blank signature spaces and could only conclude that someone was not signing.
Once again, Fox presents a very troubling argument both in terms of credibility and intent. The
mere fact that the copy sent to Josephson and Reichs did not contain all the executed signatures
of Participants but did contain the signature blocks for the missing signatories is simply not
enough and is quite sophomoric.
As is often the case with a document requiring the signatures of many individuals in
various locations, it is signed in counterparts. This is especially true when, as in the case here,
signatures are needed in a very short time frame from signatories that are scattered throughout
the state or country. In fact, unless the parties are to sign altogether in the same room and at the
same time, virtually all transactional matters nowadays are signed in counterparts. This is the
rule and not the exception. 4
Again, as already set forth above, Mr. Bramhall represented that he did not circulate a
revised version (which would have clearly shown a deletion of signature blocks for Boreanaz and
Deschanel) because, as he stated, only insubstantial changes had been made. But the question
that is most critical to this part of the case is the following: How were Josephson and Reichs to

divine that Boreanaz and Deschanel did not sign when they were explicitly told the opposite, and
the signature blocks for those individuals still remained on the circulated Release? The answer
is simple. They could not have known such a fact from the document itself. To argue or proffer
to the contrary is specious.
There was no way to infer such a fact by the document itself since the original version
was circulated with signature blocks for all Participants and that version had never been changed
or edited to reflect the true state of intentions by Boreanaz and Deschanel. Nor is there any
evidence to support Mr. Bramhall's assertion that he had informed their representatives. To the
contrary, the executives from the Network and the Studio all stated the opposite. All along,
Fox's representation had been that all Participants had to sign, or the show would be cancelled. It

For the same reasons, Fox's assertion that the fraud claims should be barred by the three-year statute oflimitations
is without merit. The receipt of an agreement signed in counterparts would hardly put Josephson and Reichs on
constructive notice that they had been defrauded.

4
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was safe for the signatories to assume that if Boreanaz and Deschanel were not signing, the
Show would be cancelled. 5
In conjunction with the evidence discussed above, there is an additional disturbing
nuance supportive of fraud. Mr. Hart Hanson, the showrunner for Bones, was likewise presented
with the Release. However, Josephson testified that initially both he and Mr. Hanson spoke of
the Release, and Mr. Hanson had expressed his reservations about the document since it clearly
impacted each's participation points.
It was clear to Josephson that Mr. Hanson was, in all likelihood, not going to sign the
Release. Josephson testified that in their initial conversation(s) Mr. Hanson simply did not want
to sign. Yet somehow, as the Network's deadline to sign the release was approaching, Mr.
Hanson changed his position and so indicated to Josephson, which undoubtedly, put more
pressure on Josephson since not to sign would put many jobs at risk.
While there is no one to refute the testimony of Josephson about these conversations (Mr.
Hanson did not testify at the hearing) and while Fox argues that Josephson knew Mr. Hanson
was seeking a benefit
(Ex. 3650-0002), there is one fact that is immutable and cannot
be denied. Mr. Hanson, on the eve of signing the Release, received from Fox a new "overall
agreement" that was clearly to his liking and was kept hidden from the other Participants.
Respondents argue that the secret Hart Hanson modifications make the language of the
Release false.

I

(Release, ,r 8.) However, as was revealed at the very end of the Arbitration Hearing, Fox was, in
fact, negotiating with Mr. Hanson at this critical time '

5 Another fraud claimed by Respondents is Fox's failure to disclose material changes in the Release regarding deficit
recoupment and ranking bonuses.
(Respondents Exs. 561, 2680.) Ms. Whitney testified that she didn't learn about removal of the deficit
recoupment until the Audit Report. (Tr. 7/11/18 at 616:16-617:4.) Similarly, Ms. Felker testified that Bramhall
never mentioned the deficit recoupment term going away. (7/11/18 at 616: 6-617:4.)
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(Respondents Ex.
566; see also Respondents Ex. 1483.) To reiterate, Mr. Gary Newman was co-president of
TCFTV. After claiming privacy and objecting to producing this document throughout the
Arbitration, Respondents finally produced Hanson's Overall Amendment dated May 18, 2009.
This is the very same date that Hanson and Josephson signed the Release. There is no doubt that
Mr. Hanson's Overall Amendment violated Paragraph 8 of the Release.
It is clear that Fox had no intention of cancelling Bones. It could not proceed without the

creator, writer and producer of the Show. It had no choice but to agree to Mr. Hanson's
"modifications" in order to get him to agree to the Release language which, in turn, would set in
motion an assurance for the signatures of both Josephson and Reichs. Hence, another critical,
yet rhetorical question which highlights this point is: Why would the Network and Studio go to

all the trouble of negotiating a new deal with its showrunner and at the same time make sure that
the creator and producer signed a release if the show was truly going to be cancelled?
The answer is self-evident: The show was not going to be cancelled and there never was
an intent to do so. The intent was to continue with the show and at the same time bar any chance
for a lawsuit to be brought.
In addition to all of the above, it needs to be pointed out and likewise asked: Why is Fox
the Network requesting releases from Participants who have no contractual relationship with it?
There is no privity between the Network and Participants and the contractual obligations set forth
in the Agreements run only between the Studio and Participants. In a vertically integrated set up
between the Studio and the Network, the release became essential so as to continue on with the
Show and likewise eliminate any potential liability previously discussed.
It is convenient, coincidental and suspicious that Fox entered into a last-minute overall

deal with Mr. Hanson that was not disclosed to the other Participants. In fact, this new overall
agreement was not disclosed until the actual arbitration hearing was underway and only upon the
issuance of an order from the Arbitrator. All inferences point to a false, hidden and duplicative
scenario being presented by Fox.
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As a result of the above, Respondents argue that the threat to cancel Bones was
fraudulent in and of itself and was the actual launch point for the fraud. To evidence and support
this, the Studio, on January 10, 2008, made a presentation of Bones when they were attempting
to syndicate the show. (Respondents Ex. 287.). The presentation is quite telling -

I
I
I
I

As the evidence progresses from this point in time, it is revealed that no one seriously
contemplated cancelling the Show. For example,

•

•
(Respondents Ex. 419.)
•

Mr. Reilly, President of the Network, admits that it "would be highly unusual" not to pick
up a show that was on an upward trajectory, and he could not think of a single example
where it happened. (7/26/18 Tr. at 3317:22-3318:2.)

•
. (Respondents Ex. 457.)
•

This would not have been discussed if the Show was being cancelled. (Reilly Tr. 7/26/18
at 3256: 2-22.)

•
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•

•

•
(Respondents
Ex. 531.)
•

Mr. Kurgan testified that he has no recollection

, of any

discussion of replacing Bones with another show (7/18/18 Tr. at 1882: 2-5) or about
actually cancelling Bones (Id. at 1921: 16-18.) .

•
(Respondents Ex. 2208.)

•
(Respondents Ex. 549.)
•

Mr. Acosta acknowledges that he must have been told by Rice or Kurgan that there was
an affirmative decision to go with Bones as of May 13, 2009. (8/7/18 Tr. at 3958:243960:14.)

•
(Respondents Ex. 548.)
Finally, Respondents point to another exhibit that was presented at the last minute. This
exhibit (Exhibit 1456)

When viewed in totality, the evidence surrounding the Release, from its inception and
design to its presentation to Participants, supports a finding of fraud with the intent to get
Participants to sign off on their points and at the same time preclude litigation and Participant
leakage. Bones was not going to be cancelled, and the Release was procured through a series of
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misrepresentations and fraudulent conduct that, in reality, had the Participants known the true
facts, they would not have signed since to do so would have cut off their back-end points. The
only parties to have gained from the Release were the Studio and the Network, which in a nonvertically integrated world would never have happened.
Accordingly, the Release is void ab initio. The Arbitrator finds that Respondents have
established their claims for breach of contract and fraud.
IV.

INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH PARTICIPANTS' AGREEMENTS

Respondents claim that the conduct of FBC, FEG and 21 CF concerning the license
negotiations and the Release constitute intentional interference with the Participants' agreements
with TCFTV. To establish a tortious interference claim, a plaintiff must prove: (1) a valid
contract between plaintiff and a third party; (2) defendant's knowledge of this contract; (3)
defendant's intentional acts designed to induce a breach or disruption of the contractual
relationship; (4) actual breach or disruption of the contractual relationship; and (5) resulting
damage. Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Bear Stearns & Co., 50 Cal. 3d 1118, 1126 (1990). The
elements of inducement of breach of contract require an actual breach. See Contemporary Invs .•
Inc. v. Safeco Title Ins. Co., 145 Cal. App. 3d 999, 1002 (1983).
The Arbitrator once again finds and concludes that the facts presented at the Hearing
meet these elements. Specifically, the "Legal Action Plan" and the Release support intentional
interference by the Network and FEG/21CF.
The Legal Action Plan

On January 12, 2009,

(Id.) This reflects his knowledge that the Studio has
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-

agreements with Participants that will be affected. As a result, Mr. Ligouri outlines •~

. (Id.) When asked why he forwarded
this email to both the Network and the Studio, Mr. Chemin replied:
Because I, I read Mr. Ligouri's thing, it sounded like there were issues coming to
these intercompany license fees, specifically, and I wanted to make sure that my
directives were being listened to, ....
I wanted everybody to figure out a way to have these negotiations, to do the best
they could for their individual divisions, to honor the profit participants, and have
us pay market, market-level license fees.
(7/16/18 Tr. at 1401 :12-1402:1.) Nonetheless, when asked why the Studio, Network and Parent
were involved in this memo, Mr. Rice testified that he thought it was "unusual." (7/13/18 Tr. at
1009:4-18). Mr. Kurtzman stated he thought it was "odd." (7/12/18 Tr. at 890:15-891: 6.)
On January 13, 2009, two days after this directive from Chemin, Mr. Barron of the

(Respondents Ex. 418; 8/13/18 Tr. at 5148:7-21, 5149:2024, 5150:13-21, 5151:2-5153:4 (Barron).)

(8/13/18 Tr. at 5153:5-24 (Barron).)
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Other evidence reveals that the Network was aware of the Studio's contractual duty to

(Id.) Mr. Kurtzman could not think of
other shows between the Network and the Studio wherein the Network floated the idea to cover
the participants' claims. (7/12/18 Tr. at 929:10-930:6, 959:1-961:4.)
Finally, Mr. Newman was asked whether he took any measures to try to build leverage in
his negotiations with the Network. He responded:
Yes. We did everything that we knew how to do, from threatening to take the
show to other networks to quoting him deals that other networks were paying,
Ghost Whisperer being at the time the most recent deal. You know, telling him
he was going to end up getting us sued by the participants because the license fee
wouldn't stand up to the standard of dealing.
(7/23/18 Tr. at 2597: 2-14.)
Despite full knowledge of the terms of the license agreement and Bones' relatively strong
performance, there is no indication that anyone from TCFTV ever asked FBC to renew Bones
under those terms- even though there was no precedent for FBC paying anything less than fullcost license fees with deficit recoupment and rankings bonuses to any third-party studio for any
series licensed for Season 5 or beyond. (7/17/18 Tr. at 1538:23-1543:15 (Walden); 7/18/18 Tr.
at 1856:23-1859:5 (Kurgan); 7/23/18 Tr. 2441:23-2443:2, 2457:23-2459:7, 2594:19-2595:15
(Newman); 7/26/18 Tr. 3333:11-15 (Younger).) Indeed, Walden was aware that "the network
was setting a new precedent," that "there were different terms that the network was trying to
create, a different deal they were trying to create on the fifth season of Bones." (7/17/18 Tr. at
1541:12-20, 1542:6-1543:11, 1646:25-1647:6.)
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This can only be explained by the fact that FBC and 21 CF /FEG sought to induce TCFTV
to accept license fees that were inconsistent with Paragraph lO(b) and FBC's custom, and they
knew that entering into below-market licensing agreements with TCFTV was "certain or
substantially certain" to cause interference or disruption of Respondents' expectations under
their contracts with TCFTV.
Fox attempts to argue that Mr. Ligouri's "legal action plan" email is "ultimately
innocuous." However, Fox's own actions surrounding this email belies its argument. Fox
originally produced this document in redacted form, and then during the first week of Arbitration
and after a warning from the Arbitrator, it produced the unredacted document. Further, it should
be noted that shortly after Mr. Liguori's Legal Action Plan memo in 2009, Mr. Liguori left Fox
and Mr. Peter Rice stepped to be Mr. Liguori's replacement. Somehow, Mr. Liguori does not
surface again on Fox's radar until just after January of 2018.
For some reason, Fox now takes another look at Mr. Liguori and believes they need his
talent as a producer. This quizzical interest leads to a "First Look Agreement" between FX (a
Fox affiliate) and Mr. Liguori. However, this document is never produced and during Mr.
Liguori' s first trip to the witness box is never mentioned. Yet, near the conclusion of the
Arbitration hearing, the Ligouri "First Look Agreement" was revealed.
In this First Look Agreement,

. (Ex. 1454; 8/9/18 Tr. at 4605:20-4620:4 (Cline).)
Why and how did this come about? Mr. Liguori had virtually no experience whatsoever as a
Producer, yet the First Look Agreement, when compared to those of top producers in
Hollywood, rivals those and in some instances surpasses those deals.
FX President John Landgraf, who reports to Mr. Rice, directed his head of business
affairs to make this unprecedented deal with Ligouri right after January 1, 2018 (8/9/18 Tr. at
4563:21-4564:10, 4637:21-24 (Cline)), while Respondents' motion to compel production of the
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Ligouri memo and related documents was pending. 6
, FX apparently issued no press release
reporting its deal with Ligouri. (8/9/18 Tr. at 4616:7-4617:23 (Cline).)
When viewed in light of these circumstances, the Ligouri "legal action plan" is far from
innocuous. If one juxtaposes the First Look Agreement with Mr. Liguori's testimony at the
hearing (wherein he downplays the significance of the plan itself), it seems coincidental that Mr.
Liguori disappears for 9 years (from Fox's radar) and then magically reappears with a First Look
Agreement 7 months before he is to testify in these proceedings with a deal in hand that most
producers in Hollywood have strived to have their entire entertainment career.
The contents of the Legal Action Plan were followed by both the Studio and the Network
from January 2009 through May 2009, and the conduct of each clearly reflects the key
components of that plan.
The Release in Relation to the Intentional Interference Claim

Respondents also argue that the evidence surrounding the Release supports intentional
interference. Mr. Rice testified that the Release was his idea. (7/13/1 Tr. at 1123:17-1124:7;
1218:14-20.) He claimed that he suggested the Release because he had conversations in which
concerns aboutliability to Participants came up. (7/13/18 Tr. at 1029:21-1031 :9.) Specifically,
he stated, "I think I must have had conversations about potential liability because that must -that was my motivation for asking for the release to be signed." (Id.) This begs the question of
why Mr. Rice would be concerned about the Studio's liability to Participants.

(Respondents Ex. 2152.)
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(Respondents Ex. 518.) During the testimony, this became known as the "cancellation letter"
and was shown to be highly unusual, to say the least. Mr. Newman testified that this letter was
unprecedented in his career. (7/23/18 Tr. at 2432:7-17.) Ms. Walden testified that she had never
seen a letter like it before in her career. (7/16/18 Tr. at 1353:12-21.)
Clearly, an unaffiliated network would not have needed to send this letter because
cancellation would have occurred by telling the studio that the show would not be renewed or by
allowing the option deadline to expire. Here, however, this unprecedented letter was part of the
legal action plan.
The sharing of this "legal action plan" between the Studio and the Network evidences the
beginning of the Network's process to ensure the Show continued at less than a full-cost of
production license fee. When it received the legal action plan memo, the Studio should have
realized that the Network had no intention of paying a full-cost of production license. The
Network suggested the Release, but it was the Studio's contractual exposure to Participants, not
the Network's. The Network had no privity with the Participants with any contractual
agreements.
So why is the Network interested in a release that could only be between the Studio and
its talent? For example, if NBC network was negotiating with TCFTV about a license fee, why
would NBC be interested in making sure the participants of the show issue some sort of
contractual waiver or release of claims? The answer is they would not. However, if the Studio
and the Network are integrated (as is the case here) then the conflict and the reasons therefor
become obvious.
Moreover, it is unclear why Mr. Rice made the phone call to Josephson about the
Release when it was the Studio's responsibility to look out for its participants. An unaffiliated
network would never have an interest in a contract between talent and the studio, and certainly, it
would not seek a release from the talent or speak to talent about such a document. To reiterate,
there is simply no privity between the participants and the network. An unaffiliated studio would
have no interest or reason to seek a release from its talent. It would present the following options
to its participants:
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(1) they can proceed with a less than full-cost license knowing that their backend points
would be delayed;
(2) inform them that the network is seeking a release, and they can decide what they want
to do; or
(3) negotiate hard with the network as to the license fee and actually represent the
participants.
However, here, the Studio knew in January 2009 that the Network was not going to pay
the full cost of production license. Yet, as alluded to above with respect to the breach of contract
claim, the Studio not only failed to apply the standard set forth in the Agreement, but it also
failed to zealously negotiate on behalf of its Participants. As the evidence developed, it became
difficult to distinguish between the actions of the Studio and the Network.
Thus, the Arbitrator determines that both the "legal action plan"--originated by FBCand FBC's origination of the Release make abundantly clear that FBC and 21CF pulled the
strings and guided the sham "renegotiations" of the Bones license agreement to the detriment of
the Series' license fees and Respondents' profit participation interests.
The Arbitrator finds Respondents have established their claim for intentional interference
with contract and are entitled to recovery on this claim.

V.
BREACH OF PARTICIPANTS' AGREEMENTS BASED ON THE INTERNATIONAL
TRANSACTIONS
The same Paragraph 1O(b) standard applies equally in the international marketplace, and
Respondents allege breaches of Paragraph lO(b) with respect to TCFTV licensing of Bones to
foreign affiliates. Specifically, Respondents claim that TCFTV breached the Agreements in the
United Kingdom, Italy, Spain and other territories. As set forth below, the Arbitrator agrees with
Respondents regarding the U.K, Spain and Italy but finds that Respondents have not established
their claim regarding the other territories.
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United Kingdom
Similar to the analysis set forth above with respect to the domestic licensing, TCFTV
never complied with Paragraph 10(b) with respect to the international licensing of Bones.
Mr. Scott Gregg, Executive Vice President of Strategic Operations for TCFTV
Distribution, testified, "We do not look at third-party studio agreements with Sky or other
affiliates, and we do not ask for them." (7/19/18 Tr. at 2072:19-2073:9; 2074:19-2075:13;
2128:9-2129:11.) He stated that there were no discussions of how a negotiator would comply
with Paragraph lO(b). (Id. at 2070: 12-19.) Mr. Gregg testified that TCFTV determined its
license fees based on TCFTV' s historical licensing practices in territories, not the affiliate' s
historical licensing practices, and he admitted that TCFTV' s practice was inconsistent with the
plain language of the standard set forth in the ATP. (Id. at 2070:12-19, 2072: 19-2073:11,
2128:18-2129:11.)
Similarly, Mr. Londono, COO of Fox Networks Group Europe and Africa, testified that
he had no knowledge of the Paragraph 10(b) language, and that he had never seen the standard.
(7/24/18 Tr. at 2665:9-2666:7.) He stated that he never provided agreements to the Studio. (Id.
at 2666:24-2667:20.) Mr. Londono testified that it would be difficult to find comparable
programs, and that no one at the affiliated networks was ever told the agreements with the Studio
needed to be on comparable terms to unaffiliated deals. (Id. at 2667:21-2668:10.)
Fox argues that Respondents fail to satisfy Paragraph l0(b) because there is no evidence
of third-party deals with BSkyB. It asserts that,because Respondents made no effort to obtain
such third-party deals, no third-party license agreements with BSkyB are in the record, and
therefore, Respondents have not met their burden.
Fox's argument turns the standard of Paragraph lO(b) on its head. To begin with,
TCFTV is the party that promised to comply with Paragraph 10(b) in exchange for Respondents'
waiver of any right to challenge TCFTV' s ability to license to its affiliates, thereby making it
TCFTV' s duty to obtain the comparable information in order to comply. However, as testified to
by its own employees, the key negotiators were not even aware of the standard or their
obligations under Paragraph 10(b ). Moreover, as stated above with respect to the domestic
licenses, Fox was contractually obligated to meet this standard at the time it entered into the
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license agreements with the affiliated studios. It therefore makes absolutely no sense for Fox to
argue that Respondents have not met their burden because Respondents did not seek third-party
deals at this time.
Spain and Italy

Similar to the U.K., TCFTV's negotiators made no effort to comply with Paragraph lO(b)
with respect to licensing in Italy and Spain. They did not request the Fox-affiliated networks'
agreements with unaffiliated studios, and never inquired about what the Fox-affiliated networks
were paying unaffiliated studios for comparable programs. (7/19/18 Tr. at 2122:18-21, 2123:152124:1 (Gregg); 7/24/18 Tr. at 2665:12-2666:7, 2667:7-20, 2668:4-10 (Londono).)
Other Territories

In their Post-Hearing Liability Brief, Respondents appear to specify the "other territories"
as Latin America. Regardless, Respondents' international claim(s) concerning the remainder of
territories fails as it is based on an extrapolation analysis. This extrapolation, based on the United
Kingdom, Italy and Spain, when applied to the remainder of territories is too speculative to serve
as the basis for an award of damages.
As Fox argues, extrapolation is not compatible with a Paragraph 10(b) claim which
requires Respondents to make an evidentiary showing with respect to each territory. This is true
for both a breach and damages. With respect to the latter, the evidence showed that each
international market is unique; the buying practices and patterns in one territory cannot be used
as a proxy for the buying practices and patterns in another. (7/19/28 Tr. at 2149:5-17 (Gregg);
7/24/18 Tr. at 2634:12-16 (Londono); Comish Tr. at 4163:4-11; Ex. 3626-0006.) Many factors
affect the level and range of pricing and vary from territory to territory. Economies, competitive
conditions, licensing structures, and market interest in U.S. content all vary. (Id.) As such, the
Arbitrator cannot find a breach regarding the licensing in the remainder of the territories.
MundoFox

Respondents appear to have abandoned their MundoFox claim, recognizing that the
testimony was in conflict. Steve McDonald testified that he personally called Telemundo,
TeleFutura and Univision. (7/16/18 Tr. at 1696:2-6.) Ms. Anjelica Cohn testified that she spoke
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to Diana Mogollan and Flavio Morales, the two executives at mun2, and these two said that they
had not been contacted about Bones, would have been interested, and would have paid $50,000.
(Cohn Tr. at 2044:3-2047:24.) However, Ms. Mogollan and Mr. Morales both testified that they
never spoke to Ms. Cohn about Bones, would not have been interested, and could not have
afforded to pay anywhere near $50,000 for it. (Mogollan Tr. at 4481: 15-4482:24; Morales Tr. at
4500:1-4501:25.)
Given this conflicting testimony and with the absence of any other testimony or proof,
Respondents have not established their claim as it pertains to MundoFox.
VI.

CLAIMS BASED ON FOX'S LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS WITH HULU
Respondents also allege that Fox breached the Participant Agreements through its
licensing arrangements with Hulu. They argue that although FEG eame
licensing Bones to Hulu, it passed

from

on to profit Participants, choosing instead

to minimize "leakage" by ensuring that 100% of revenue from full current-season streaming
rights was funneled to FBC, even though TCFTV had never licensed those rights to FBC and,
thus, retained the right to those revenues. Respondents contend that the same sweetheart
agreements also dramatically undervalued both past and current-season rights to Bones.
Initial Inquiry: Ownership Rights

Respondents argue that TCFTV is, and at all rel~vant times was, the copyright owner of
Bones. Inexplicably, though, TCFTV permitted parent company FEG, which had no streaming
rights, to exploit those rights anyway-and to give nearly all of the revenue from that
exploitation to FBC so that this revenue would not be shared with Respondents. Respondents
conclude that TCFV's decision to license to Hulu rights worth at least _

, without

receiving any of that consideration for itself, was a clear breach of its obligation
(Ex. 54, ,r IO(a).) And further, the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing mandates that TCFTV act in good faith toward profit Participants in the licensing
process.
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The preliminary question is whether there was an agreement wherein the Network was
given the right to exploit Bones by the Studio. To begin with, testimony from both the Studio
and FBC is consistent that the Studio was the copyright owner for Bones, and FBC could obtain
the digital rights only through a grant of those rights from the Studio. (7/18/18 Tr. at 1922:251923: 11 (Kurgan); 7/12/18 Tr. at 948:2-11 (Kurtzman); 7/24/18 Tr. at 2678:14-19 (Pearson).)
Next, it is clear that there was no written agreement between the Studio and the Network
concerning the digital rights to Bones. (7/24/18 Tr. at 2692:11-15 (Pearson); 7/12/18 Tr. at
879:11-18 (Kurtzman); 7/23/18 Tr. at 2493:7-13, 23-25 (Newman).) The question, then, is how
did the Studio give full current-season stacking rights to the Network?
To understand the arguments between the parties with respect to these digital rights
discussed above, one needs to start with what Fox represented in its Opening Statement: 7
So there was a deal struck between the Network and the Studio and in this deal
they traded off rights. The Network got in-season streaming, meaning the same
year that they put the show on TV they could also put it on Hulu and get the
revenue stream from that. The Studio got something arguably even more
valuable; they got to pierce into this four-year window and sell DVDs earlier, sell
re-runs into syndication earlier than the four years, and sell out-of-season episodes
earlier than they otherwise would have in this four-year window.
(7/9/19 Tr. at 147:18-148:2.) The Arbitrator asked counsel when this deal, which was
represented as an "oral deal," was cut, and the response was "2008/2007." (Id. at 148:10-25.)
However, Mr. Pearson's testimony at the hearing (the witness that all Fox witnesses pointed to as
the person most knowledgeable in this regard) was that this alleged "deal" was struck in 2010. 8
Specifically, Mr. Pearson testified as follows:
Q: Now, did you testify at your deposition that with respect to digital rights, not
just this more narrow full current season, all digital rights, "hard to say we ever
had an understanding, we had an ongoing dialogue." Do you remember giving
that testimony?
A: Yes.
Q: And was that truthful testimony?
The Arbitrator is fully aware that opening statements are not evidence. However, Fox's position with respect to
these digital rights has been extremely difficult to follow since it has been somewhat of a moving target. To evaluate
Fox's oft times shifting arguments it is necessary to understand what its own counsel represented at the outset of the
hearings before testimony was taken under oath.
8 This differed from his deposition testimony.

7
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A: Yes.
(7/24/18 Tr. at 2712:4-11.)
Once again, a pause here is required to acknowledge that Fox witnesses, including the
heads of the Studio and Network, testified that they did not know about a digital rights
agreement, but that Mark Pearson was the person who would know. Indeed, Mr. Kurtzman, Mr.
Newman and Mr. Kurgan, among others, all deferred to Mr. Pearson, who Mr. Chemin identified
as "a middle-level strategy guy for the television studio." (7/16/18 Tr. at 1432:3-6.)
At the hearing, Mr. Pearson,

-

• claimed to recall an "understanding:"
A: I'm recalling now specificity as it relates to that exploitation on Hulu Plus,
that that was part of the proposal, and that in fall of2010 Hulu Plus was to launch
and the network needed those rights to satisfy Hulu Plus.
Q: So you're now recalling that specificity. When did you first recall it? Was it
right here on the stand or was it sometime in between your deposition and now?
A: It was right here on the stand when I looked at that timeline and started
scrawling some notes, and I made a note to myself 2010 Hulu Plus launch.

Q: This is important for this case. You referred to that as an agreement when you
made your line. Do you want to stick with this being an agreement or is it
something different?
A: As I said, I'm not an attorney and I don't understand the legal difference
between what an agreement is and what an understanding is. I think it was an
understanding and not an agreement, so if I can at this point in time go back and
mark it with a green marker, that's what I would do.
(Id. at 2709:10-25, 2710:20-23, 2711 :5-14.)
Mr. Pearson confirmed his testimony that in 2010 there was an understanding with
respect to Bones that the Network would get full-season stacking rights for Hulu Plus going
forward for the 2010/2011 season. (Id. at 2706:15-21.) However, this testimony was
impeached by other testimony showing that the Studio, after 2010, continued to assert that there
was no digital rights agreement and that it was reserving its right.
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(Respondents Ex. 1075; 7/12/18 Tr. at
875:1-16.)

(Respondents Ex. 1075.) Mr. Kurtzman again
confirmed this in his testimony at the hearing. On the Network side, Mr. Kurgan confirmed that
at least as of May 1, 2014, there was no digital full stacking agreement between the Studio and
the Network with regard to Bones. (7/18/187 Tr. at 1930:6-9.)
Next, an examination of Mr. Pearson's claim of what the Studio received in exchange for
the digital rights is required. Mr. Pearson stated:
So what the studio got in return for giving the network expanded digital rights for
full stacking, the studio got 30-day, prior to subsequent premier, SVOD rights, the
studio got early repurposing, early syndication rights.
(7/24/18 Tr. at 2696:11-15.)
Again, however, this testimony is impeached because the Studio already had been
exploiting these rights. Mr. Pearson confirmed that

(7/24/18 Tr. at 2728:13-2729:5.) Mr. Barron
confirmed the Studio did not need early syndication because it was already syndicated. (8/13/18
Tr. at 5218:15-22.) Finally, with respect to the past-season SVOD rights, Mr. Pearson confirmed
that

the Studio already had the

right to license those past-season rights. (7/24/18 Tr. at 2729:13-23.)
After confirming that the Studio was already exploiting all the rights related to all of the
consideration that it purportedly received in return for giving the Network the Hulu SVOD
rights, Mr. Pearson was asked what the Studio got in return for giving these rights to the
Network. Incredibly, Mr. Pearson stated, "We got their agreement that we would be able to
continue to do that." (7/24/18 Tr. at 2732:25-2733:7.)
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Then, at this Hearing, after all other witnesses claimed that Mr. Pearson was the
person who would know about the digital rights, Mr. Pearson recalled, at that moment, the
understanding discussed above.
Simply stated, the Studio did not get those early syndication and past-season SVOD
rights in exchange for full current-season stacking. If one were to ask why, the answer would be
simple: Because the Studio already had them and were exploiting them. Hence, it received no
consideration in exchange for the purported digital rights trade-offs. Moreover, no exhibit,
emails, or other documentary evidence was shown to support Mr. Pearson's testimony. Only the
impeached testimony of Mr. Pearson himself is the support for this alleged agreement. More
specifically, Mr. Pearson had to impeach himself to arrive at some purported understanding. In a
few words, the Arbitrator finds Fox's position in this regard to be patently absurd.
Based on the evidence presented, the Arbitrator finds no agreement between the Studio
and the Network giving the Network current in-season streaming rights.
Fox argues that the Studio's granting to FBC of certain in-season new media rights was
"comparable" under the Distribution Controls Paragraph. It claims that the Network's deal with
the Studio in terms of the exchange of digital rights was the same deal the Network had with
third-party studios such as NBC Universal and WB. However, again no evidence was presented
of any third-party studio granting full current-season stacking rights to FBC. Mr. Kurgan
testified that neither NBC nor Warner Bros. ever gave FBC full current-season stacking rights
for House and Fringe. (7/18/18 Tr. at 2005:6-8; 1007:24-2998:1.)
Accordingly, Respondents have established that TCFTV breached the Participants'
Agreements by permitting FEG to grant Hulu full current-season stacking rights, which no
unaffiliated third-party studio had ever granted to FBC, and receiving no consideration, and
instead allowing that consideration to be directed to FBC and keeping

out of the

Participants "Gross Receipts."

Breach of Agreements Based on Self-dealing
Respondents argue that th

FBC received from the Hulu licensing agreement

for Bones was artificially deflated as a result of self-dealing between Fox and its affiliate Hulu,
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because those deals were based on a share of speculative advertising revenue that no third-party
distributor has agreed to when licensing a premium scripted television series to Hulu.
Respondents assert that with respect to past-season episodes (episodes from seasons not currently
airing), FEG licensed at least the entire first season of Bones to Hulu Classic from 2008-2010 in

-

exchange

Mr. Chemin testified that when the -

was agreed to with Hulu, Fox had no idea

what the ad revenues would look like that it might later receive from Hulu. (7 /16/18 Tr. at
1459:19-23.) He stated that the terms were based on calculating what was needed to keep Hulu
at breakeven (meaning viable). (7/16/18 Tr. at 1458:4-20.) The deal was negotiated between the
joint venture partners, Fox and NBC, and there was no third party to negotiate. (7 /24/18 Tr.
2826:19-24.) Ms. Zigler testified how a third party dealing at arm's length would have arrived at
the monetary terms of the Hulu content license agreements: by negotiating a fixed license fee
that was commensurate with the exploitation of their content. (7/25/18 Tr. 2901 :12-18.)
However, Ms. Brennan, Fox's PMK regarding the Hulu deals, testified that FEG did not
even discuss the possibility of getting fixed episodic license fees, or any minimum guarantee, in
return for licensing its content to Hulu. (7/24/18 Tr. 2832:21-2833:4.) Mr. Chemin did not
recall anyone ever looking into the question of whether the 70/30 ad revenue split was
reasonable within the industry. (7/16/18 Tr. 1460:13-17.) Indeed, when the Arbitrator asked Mr.
Chemin where the negotiation aspect of this deal was, Mr. Chemin responded, "I don't, I don't
know whether the agreement reflects negotiations or not." (7/16/18 Tr. at 1447:18-25.)
Neither of Fox's experts was aware of any third party who had been willing to license
content to Hulu for a share of ad revenue. (See Wunderlich Testimony, 8/10/18 Tr. 4930:234913 :4; HomonoffTestimony, 8/8/18 Tr. 4412:22-4413:1.) So, when Fox contends that there is
no evidence of a better deal struck by another studio in terms of the percentage of ad revenue,
this is true because no other studio would make such a deal based on the percentage ofad

revenue.
Fox agreed to the same 70/30 ad revenue split for the full current-season stacking rights
for Bones Seasons 6 through 12 to Hulu Plus. There was no evidence that these rights had ever
been licensed to any third-party streaming platform at any price. Indeed, no witness or expert
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was aware of any third-party studio licensing full current-season stacking rights for any scripted
drama to FBC or Hulu. Thus, it seems that Fox was able to license the current-season stacking
rights of Bones to Hulu because Hulu was a Fox affiliate.
In addition to all of the above, the Arbitrator now addresses perhaps the most shocking
piece of evidence related to the Hulu issues, which is the Fox Content License Agreement itself.

his puzzle was never resolved at the
Arbitration Hearing since Mr. Fawcett was not called by Fox, and Respondents stated that he
could not be found since they had no idea where he could be located. When Mr. Chemin was
asked how this was possible

he

replied "/ have no idea." (7/16/18 Tr. at 1447:18-25.)
Indeed, the self-dealing analysis is hardly surprising considering that the Fox/FEG
executive who negotiated and agreed to the original

was also representing

Hulu's interests at the time. As already stated above, Mr. Fawcett literally signed the agreement
for both parties in his representative capacity for both sides. The obvious inferences of selfdealing, conflict of interest and the lack of any arm's length negotiations leap off the page.

Claim for Tortious Interference/Inducement of Breach
Respondents argue that TCFTV's parent company PEG, under pressure of its own parent
News Corp./21CF, licensed Bones to Fox affiliate Hulu for highly speculative, below-market
monetary terms. Specifically, they claim that the setting of the licensing terms, the 70/30 ad
revenue split, and the allocation of the current-season revenues to the Network establish tortious
interference and inducement of breach by 21CF, FEG, and FBC.

(Id.)
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Mr. Kurgan was asked if there was some larger corporate mandate about digital rights,
and he responded that "[t]here were a couple of them. Obviously we had our agreements with
Hulu and what we were going to provide Hulu as a company in terms of what rights they were
going to be able to exploit." (7/18/18 Tr. at 1925:22-1926:2.) He further testified that "there
was an understanding on a corporate-wide basis that the studio was going to grant us these rights,
the network was going to exploit them . ... " (7/18/1/8 Tr. at 1951: 19-25.) Mr. Chemin
confirmed this when he testified with respect to his Hulu dealing that he "was focused on the
conglomerate at large, which included the individual divisions." (7/16/18 Tr. at 1463:8-18.)
It is undisputed that the Fox conglomerate had an equity stake in Hulu, and the evidence
established that "Fox writ large" essentially handed over the digital rights at a low cost to build
up value of that enterprise. Even when Mr. Kurtzman was asked whether the digital rights were
owned by his company, he said, "Well, our company, we're a division of a bigger company, so I
would say our company is, is, you know, the big organization, 21CF." (7/12/18 Tr. at 873:2-7.)
Ms. Brennan was asked if she knew whether th

goes to some Fox

entity, and she responded that she wasn't sure if that mattered because from her point of view, it
doesn't matter - "It's Fox somewhere." (7/24/18 Tr. at 2829: 18-24.)
While the testimony of Fox's witnesses establish that Fox was concerned with Fox at
large, of which the Studio was a part, the fundamental problem is as stated by Ms. Zigler:
I think Peter honestly may have made a very good decision, maybe even a
brilliant decision for his parent company. I think he used the studio's content to
build a brand new business and to raise the value of that business, but building it
on the backs of the studio he did nothing to protect the Studio or the profit
participants in terms of the revenue they should have received for that
exploitation.
(7/25/18 Tr. at 2900:11-20.)
The Arbitrator finds that Respondents have established their claims for tortious
interference and inducement to breach. The Parent and Network knew that the Studio had
Agreements with Participants. They knew that essentially handing over the digital rights to their
affiliate Hulu for an unprecedented ad revenue share would interfere with the Studio's
obligations to its Participants. The ad revenue share to the Studio was less than _
the Network made more than -

in revenues for the current season.
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, yet

VII.
DAMAGES
Breach of Participants Agreements - Domestic Licensing

"Under general contract principles, when one party breaches a contract the other party
ordinarily is entitled to damages sufficient to make that party 'whole,' that is, enough to place the
non-breaching party in the same position as if the breach had not occurred." Postal Instant Press,
Inc. v. Sealy, 43 Cal. App. 4th 1704, 1708-09 (1996) (citations omitted).
Before calculating damages, the Arbitrator addresses Fox's argument that Participants are
not entitled to more than they would have received but-for the breach. Under this but-for
scenario, it claims that FBC would not have continued to renew Bones because it would have
lost tens of millions of dollars. Specifically, Fox asserts that in the but-for world of a full-cost
license for Seasons 5-6 and in-season streaming going to TCFTV, FBC would have immediately
cancelled Bones.
However, there is no evidence that FBC has ever cancelled a top 20 hit like Bones; rather,
the evidence shows that Bones was driving

in profits to the Studio, outweighing the

network's losses (Ex. 700; Fox Closing Slides, 111 ). It is simply too convenient for Fox to argue
that not only did it not breach Paragraph 10(b), but if it did, there was no damage to Participants.
This is consistent with Fox's constant refrain that it was doing Bones a favor by keeping it on air.
Had Fox performed its contractual obligations, it would have looked to House as the comparable
program (explained below), negotiated fairly, and paid the license fees accordingly. Moreover,
as analyzed and established above, Fox had no intention of cancelling Bones, and its claim to the
contrary is incredulous and found to be fraudulent.
Both parties agree that House is a "comparable" program to Bones. Indeed, both parties'
experts agree that House is the only "comparable program" that existed at the times Bones was
licensed for Seasons 5-8. FBC paid
-

for Seasons 5-6 of House, and had never paid anything less in connection with any one-

hour scripted series licensed from any third-party distributor prior to the Seasons 5-6 license. As
such, there was no basis under Paragraph 10(b) for TCFTV to have accepted lesser monetary
terms from FBC for the same seasons of Bones. (7/26/18 Tr. at 3333:11-15, 3333:21-3334:12.)
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The Arbitrator agrees with Respondents' position that it is not that FBC should have paid
the exact same amounts for Bones as it paid for House, a higher-rated series, in order for TCFTV
to have complied with Paragraph 10(b). Instead, TCFTV should have received comparable
"monetary terms" (Id. at 3335:12-21, 3336:23-3338:10, 3338:20-3339:17, 3422:53423:6.) As was shown at the Hearing, FBC's extended-term license structure already takes into
account performance differences across series

~ Ex. 21, m[ 1(bb )-(hh).)

With respect to Season 7, FBC had paid
s for Season 7 of House. As such, there was still no precedent for FBC
, yet the Season 7 License

paying anything other than
for Bones had a license fee

(see Ex. 816), and completely eliminated performance bonuses of any kind. (Compare Ex. 21, ,r
l(hh) with Ex. 767.)
As for Season 8 of House, FBC and Universal agreed in May 2011, which was
approximately a year before TCFTV licensed Season 8 of Bones to FBC,

there was evidence to the
license fee that FBC paid for Bones is not comparable to
the -

paid for House, and while FBC could reasonably pay less for Bones than House in

Season 8, there is no justification for TCFTV to have received fees -

of Universal' s given

the narrowing performance gap between the two series. (7/26/18 Tr. at 3425:18-3427:23;
7/18/18 Tr. at 2014:17-2015:14; Ex. 1228-0019, 0022.)
Respondents' industry expert, Laurie Younger, compared the license agreements for
Seasons 5-8 of Bones to the agreements for the same seasons of House. Her analysis ties the
-

license fee to the production budget for each of Seasons 5-8 of Bones and assumes that

all breakage actually paid by FBC would still have been paid under a

, which

provides for payment of all costs approved by the network. (Amended Younger Report Ex.
1270-0030, n. 10; Exs. 118, 107 ,r l(cc).)
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Fox argues that Participants fail to calibrate for differences between House and Bones.
The Arbitrator disagrees. As Ms. Younger explains, the monetary terms of FBC's extended-term
license for House seasons 5-7 account for differences in performance by setting license fees at
the FBC-approved cost of production and b
. (See 7/26/18 Tr. at 3320: 13-3321 :9;
7/18/18 Tr. at 1808:7-18; 7/26/18 Tr. at 3275:21-3280:12; Ex. 448.)
For Season 8, Ms. Younger took the relative performance of House and Bones into
account and capped the license fees that should have been paid to TCFTV at $3,540,257 "fullcost" for that season. In total for Seasons 5-8, TCFTV could have complied with its contractual
obligations to Respondents while still being paid
. (See Exs. 1501, 1447-0009-13, 200-001015.)
According to Younger' s analysis, if TCFTV had licensed Seasons 5-8 of Bones on
monetary terms comparable to those Universal received for House, it would have been paid the
following 9:
Monetary

Season 5

Season 6

Term

-

-

License Fee

($3,098,687 /ep)

$10,250,000
(50% of
Recoupment
$250,000/ep X 84
eps in Seasons 1-4,
based on Season 4
ranking of#40)
$100,000/ep (based
Rankings
on Season 4
Bonus
ranking of #40 and
guaranteed at time
oflicensing for any
rank below 20)
Deficit

Season 7

Season 8

- -

($3,160,374/ep)

($3,368,597/ep)

($3,540,257/ep)

$10,250,000
(50% of
$250,000/ep X 84
eps in Seasons 1-4,
based on Season 4
ranking of#40)
$ 100,000/ep (based
on Season4
ranking of#39 and
guaranteed at time
oflicensing for any
rank below 20)

None

None

$350,000.ep
None
(Based on
Season 6 ranking
of#20)

9 Sources: Ex. 1270, ~ 59=67; Ex. 21, ,r,r l(o), (bb)-(hh); Ex. 1447-0009-13; Exs. 1448, 781;
Ex.200-0010-15;Exs.600,624,687, 766,816,898,904.
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In total, an additional $113,831,519 would have been added to Gross Receipts for
purposes of calculating Respondents' contingent compensation. (Ex. 1270, ,r 67.) According to
Respondents' participation expert, Michael Sippel, this addition to Gross Receipts would result
in a total of $15,585,047 in payments to Respondents. 10 (Ex. 1268A-0003, Ex. B-1.)

Breach of Participants' Agreements - International Licensing
The United Kingdom
The evidence established that Bones was a massive hit for TCFTV in the United

Nonetheless, the license fees TCFTV received were nowhere near comparable to what Sky paid
for other programming.
TCFTV licensed Bones Season 1 for ~

er episode, and it never received more

By contrast, when Sky licensed House from NBC/Universal, an

than
unaffiliated studio, Sky paid

(Ex. 1260B-0015.) When Sky licensed Lost from Buena Vista Television, an unaffiliated studio,
(8/8/18 Tr. at 4242:2-19.)
Nonetheless, as Respondents point out, their expert, David Armstrong, took a
conservative approach to damages and instead used the series Journeyman, a much less
successful show that TCFTV licensed to Sky, as a proxy for what Sky should have been paid
starting in Season 1 of Bones. TCFTV received -

Joumeyman, -

per episode for Season 1 of

more per episode than Season 1 of Bones. Mr. Armstrong calculated

damages by adding the Season 1 differential, ~

er episode, to all 12 seasons of Bones.

10 Regarding FBC and 21CF/FEG's interference in the Agreements with TCFTV and FBC, Respondents seek to be
placed "in a position substantially equivalent in a pecuniary way to that which [they] would have occupied had no
tort been committed." (Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 903, cmt. a (1979).) Therefore, FBC, 21CF, and FEG share
TCFTV's liability for the $15,585,047 in actual damages suffered by Respondents due to its improper self-dealing in
licensing Bones to FBC.
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With the adjustment of Bones license fees to range from £250,000-£381,531 over the 12 seasons,
TCFTV should have received an additional $59,811,000 in revenue. (Ex. 1260B-0016-17.)

Italy and Spain
With respect to Italy, TCFTV entered into several relicense agreements with FIC Italy for
Bones which started at -

per episode. (Ex. 1260B-0038.)
, Mr. Armstrong evaluated relicense agreements for

several series in order find apples-to-apples comparisons. (Ex. 1260B-0011.) He determined
that the NCIS licenses were the most similar transactions to the Bones licenses because _
Ex. 1260B-0012.) Furthermore,
NCIS was one of the few series that TCFTV considered a rival to Bones in the international
marketplace based on the success of each series.
(Id.) Mr. Armstrong detennined that
there should have been $4,662,508 in additional MAGR revenue over the first six seasons, which
are the only seasons for which Armstrong had licensing information sufficient to calculate
damages.
With respect to Spain, Mr. Armstrong detennined that House was the most comparable
program for the first eight seasons because the shows aired around the same time period, the
number of runs in the license agreements were similar, the term of the agreements were similar,
and Mr. Gregg had previously identified House as an appropriate comparable program. (Ex.
1260B-006-009.) The Bones license fees ranged from

per episode

resulting in $1,112,099 added to MAGR.
For Seasons 9-11 in Spain, FIC Spain
. Therefore, Mr. Armstrong
determined that the most appropriate comparable license agreements were FIC Spain's license
agreements with CBS for Blue Bloods and Hawaii Five-O,
(Ex. 1260B-008.)
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FIC Spain paid

-

(Ex. 1260B-0034.) As a result, Mr. Armstrong determined that TCFTV should

have received at least $1,852,404 more from Bones during Seasons 9-11, for a total addition to
MAGR of$2,964,503.
Thus, TCFTV should have obtained $67,311,000 in additional license fees from its
affiliates in international distribution which should have been included in TCFTV's Gross
Receipts for purposes of properly accounting to Respondents for the MAGR. This addition to
Gross Receipts would result in a total of $7,078,327 in payments to Respondents. (Ex. 2 (1/9/19
Revised Sippel Report Exhibits), Exs. B, B-3.)

Hulu Claims
As set forth above, all revenues from all current-season streaming of Bones were credited
to FBC as though FBC possessed those rights. However, the Arbitrator has found that FBC
claims to ownership to be unfounded. As such, had TCFTV properly asserted its right as the
content owner of those streaming rights, TCFTV would have credited to Participants all Hulu
revenues received from the exploitation of current season streaming of the Series. As of August
8, 2018, this totale

. (Ex. 3840.)

The Arbitrator agrees that disgorgement is not a proper remedy. However, Respondents
are entitled to the expectation damages that will "put [them] in as good a position as [they]
would have been in had the contract been performed." Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 347,
cmt. a (1981 ). Here, the -

represents the amount of damages that will put Participants

in as good a position as they would have been in had TCFTV protected its rights.
With respect to Respondents' claim against FBC, FEG and 21 CF for tortious
interference, Respondents seek compensatory damages in the same amount. If FBC, FEG and
21CF had not interfered with Respondents' contracts with TCFTV and had not induced
TCFTV's breach of those contracts, TCFTV would have received at least the wrongfully diverted to FBC for the current-season exploitation of Bones on Hulu, and
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Participants, in turn, would have received their shares of those profits after appropriate
reductions.
Respondents also seek damages for Fox's self-dealing in connection with the licensing
of Bones to Hulu. Vivica Zigler, Respondents' Hulu expert witness, calculated that had TCFTV
honored its contractual duty to the Bones participants, it would have contracted with Hulu to
receive an estimated license fee of $685,000 per episode in connection with the full currentseason stacking rights to Seasons 6-12 ( 140 episodes) of Bones.
Ms. Zigler examined license agreements for six CBS series and determined the most
comparable benchmarks among them are Elementary, Blue Bloods and CSL (Ex. 1273-0021.)

(Ex. 1275-0007.)
. (Ex. 1275-0005.) The record does not contain any information
regarding what Hulu paid third parties for full current-season stacking rights because no third
party was willing to license these "crown jewel" rights to Hulu. As such, Ms. Zigler applied a

(Ex. 652-0008; 7/25/18 Tr. at2908:20-2909:24; Ex. 1164-0021.) Ms.
Zigler therefore applied this -

premium to the average episodic license fee to account for the

additional value of current-season episodes of Bones, arriving at an estimated current-season perepisode fee of$685,000. (Ex. 1275-0007.)
For the past-season episodes of Bones, Ms. Zigler applied an 85% ad revenue split to
these past-season episodes

. (Ex. 1275-0002 -0004; Ex. 225; 7/25/18 Tr. at 2912:19-2913:22.) Based on
Fox's representation that the only past-season episodes ever exhibited on Hulu were the 22
episodes of Season 1, Ms. Zigler calculated damages of $203,452 for exhibition of past-season
episodes on Hulu. (Ex. 1275-0003; Ex. 1231.)
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In accord with the above, TCFTV should have included in the Gross Receipts a total of
$96,103,452 for purposes of calculating Respondents' MAGR. As a result, Mr. Sippel calculated
total damages of$10,106,099. (Ex. 1268A-0006.)
Hence, based on the determination that 21 CF and FEG interfered with Respondents'
agreements with TCFTV in connection with the licensing of both current- and past-season
episodes of Bones to Hulu for an unreasonable and speculative ad revenue share, 21 CF and FEG
share TCFTV's liability for those damages. (See Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 903, cmt. a.)
Prejudgment Interest

Pursuant to California Civil Code §§ 3287 and 3289(b), Respondents seek prejudgment
interest on the full amount of their compensatory damages at the rate of 10% per annum.
The Arbitrator agrees with Fox that prejudgment interest is not appropriate under Section
3287(a), which provides in pertinent part: "A person who is entitled to recover damages certain,
or capable of being made certain by calculation, and the right to recover which is vested in the
person upon a particular day, is entitled also to recover interest thereon from that day,
except when the debtor is prevented by law, or by the act of the creditor from paying the debt."
Under California law, prejudgment interest is not appropriate where damages are not"' certain'
or 'capable of being made certain by calculation.'" Whisper Corp. v. California Commerce
Bank, 49 Cal. App. 4th 948, 958 (1996). "Damages are deemed certain or capable of being made
certain within the provisions of subdivision (a) of section 3287 where there is essentially no
dispute between the parties concerning the basis of computation of damages if any are
recoverable but where their dispute centers on the issue of liability giving rise to damage."
Esgro Central, Inc. v. General Ins. Co., 20 Cal.App.3d 1054, 1060 (1971).
Here, the amount of damages is subject to a judicial determination and not capable of
being a sum certain earlier in time. As set forth above, the amount of damages is subject to
multiple methods of calculation that require a judicial determination. Experts have presented
methodologies concerning the calculation of damages, requiring the Arbitrator to discern how
damages should be calculated. Therefore, the Arbitrator declines to award pre-judgment interest
under Section 3287(a). See St. Paul Mercury Ins. Co. v. Mountain West Farm Bureau Mutual
Ins. Co., 210 Cal. App. 4th 645, 665-66 (2012) (Where "[t]he trial court [is] asked to choose the
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method of allocation, i.e., the basis for computation, and to calculate" damages, prejudgment
interest should not be awarded.)
However, the Arbitrator does award prejudgment interest under Section 3287(b), which
provides: "Every person who is entitled under any judgment to receive damages based upon a
cause of action in contract where the claim was unliquidated, may also recover interest thereon
from a date prior to the entry of judgment as the court may, in its discretion, fix, but in no event
earlier than the date the action was filed." The Arbitrator, in his discretion, awards prejudgment
interest on the damages based upon the contract claims from the date this action was filed,
January 11, 2016.
Applying the California legal rate of 10% interest (see Cal. Civ. Code§ 3289(b)) to the
total award amount of$32,769,474, the average daily rate of interest is $8,978.00. The number
of days from January 11, 2016 to the date of this Award is 1,120 days. Thus, the total amount of
prejudgment interest is $10,055,360.
Punitive Damages

In addition to actual damages, Respondents seek punitive damages for certain claipis. As
set forth above, contrary to Fox's arguments, Paragraph 1O(b) does not bar an award of punitive
damages for the intentional torts. Further, it is undisputed that the Arbitrator has the authority to
award punitive damages. See Mastrobuono v. Shearson Lehman Hutton, Inc., 514 U.S. 52, 58
(1995) (finding that if contracting parties agree to include punitive damages claims within the
issues to be arbitrated, the FAA ensures the agreement will be enforced according to its terms).
As such, the Arbitrator examines Respondents' request for punitive damages.
Tortious Interference

Respondents seek punitive damages as a result of both the non-studio Claimants' acts of
interference and TCFTV' s and FBC' s acts of fraud. Punitive damages are available for tortious
interference with contract and inducement ofbreach. See Duffv. Engelberg. 237 Cal. App. 2d
505, 508 (1965) (inducement to breach contract supports damages for "'unforeseen expenses, as
well as for mental suffering, damage to reputation, and punitive damages, by analogy to the cases
of intentional injury to person or property"') (quoting Prosser, Torts (3d ed.) ch. 26, sec. 123, pp.
972-73); see also Asahi Kasei Pharma Corp. v. Actelion Ltd., 222 Cal. App. 4th 945, 962-64
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(2014) (holding that parent company may be liable for tortuously interfering with the contract of
its subsidiary and affirming $30 million in punitive damages against the parent company's
individual managers).
Respondents contend that the same evidence establishing FBC's and 21 CF/FEG's
tortious interference with, and inducement of breach of, Respondents' Agreements with TCFTV
supports an award of punitive damages. (See,~' Webber v. Inland Empire Invs., 74 Cal. App.
4th 884, 911-12 (1999) (holding that same evidence establishing liability for tortious interference
was sufficient to award punitive damages)). The Arbitrator concurs.
The Arbitrator finds that the evidence concerning the legal action plan and the Release
establishes that FBC, 21 CF and FEG undertook intentional acts designed to interfere with
Respondents' contractual relationships with TCFTV. Additionally, such acts constitute malice
and fraud and as such, warrant the imposition of punitive damages. See Cal. Civ. Code §
3294(c)(l) (defining "malice" to mean conduct which is intended by the defendant to cause
injury to the plaintiff).

Fraud
Respondents seek punitive damages for TCFTV's and FBC's fraudulent, oppressive and
malicious acts in inducing Josephson's and Reichs's signatures on the Release. They ask for
punitive damages in an amount that the Arbitrator deems to be an "equitable and reasonable"
deterrent to Fox's egregious behavior. Mahon v. Berg, 267 Cal. App. 2d 588, 590 (1968)
("[S]ome deterrent to fraud is equitable and reasonable. It is not afforded if the wrongdoer risks
only the fruits of his fraud. The broad equity powers invoked in an action of rescission because
of fraud should afford such a remedy."); Cal. Civ. Code§ 1692 ("A claim for damage is not
inconsistent with a claim for relief based upon rescission. The aggrieved party shall be awarded
complete relief .... ")
As Respondents acknowledge, the damages awarded in connection with TCFTV's breach
of the ATP in connection with Seasons 5-6 License are already accounted for in the damages for
the related tortious interference claim, and therefore, Respondents do not seek dual recovery
against TCFTV and FBC for the fraud claim in the form of a multiple of those damages. Rather,
they ask that TCFTV share FBC, 21CF, and FEG's liability for that portion of the punitive
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damages award arising from their tortious interference in connection with the FBC licenses, and
they correctly assert that the fraud is relevant to determining the overall reprehensibility of Fox's
conduct.
Tortious interference related to Hulu licensing

Respondents seek punitive damages for 21CF's and FEG's tortious conduct related to the
licensing of Bones episodes to Hulu. They point to the testimony of Peter Chemin, 21 CF' s
President at the time of the Hulu launch, that he did not consider it 21CF's "job to protect [its]
old business." (7/16/18 Tr. at 1425:24-1428:16.)
The Arbitrator determines that the same evidence establishing 21 CF' s and FEG' s
tortious interference with contractual relations and inducing breach of contract in connection
with the Hulu/FEG agreements supports an award of punitive damages. As Mr. Chemin bluntly
stated, 21CG and FEG sacrificed TCFTV's business for the sake ofHulu's success, and did so
knowingly, thereby damaging Respondents by keeping $96,104,452 from MAGR. This
constitutes a reckless disregard for Respondents' rights and as such warrants the imposition of
punitive damages.
Amount of Punitive Damages Award

"An award of punitive damages hinges on three factors: the reprehensibility of the
defendant's conduct; the reasonableness of the relationship between the award and the plaintiffs
harm; and, in view of the defendant's financial condition, the amount necessary to punish him or
her and discourage future wrongful conduct." Kelly v. Haag, 145 Cal. App. 4th 910,914 (2006).
Beyond consideration of the above factors, there is no legally prescribed formula to determine
the amount of punitive damages, nor is there a bright-line ratio that a punitive damages award
may not exceed. State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408, 424-25 (2003).
The finder of fact has "wide discretion to determine what punitive damage award is proper ....
[T]here is a wide range of reasonableness for punitive damages reflective of the fact finder's
human response to the evidence presented." McGee v. Tucoemas Fed. Credit Union, 153 Cal.
App. 4th 1351, 1362 (2007).
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Reprehensibility ofFox's Conduct
To determine the reprehensibility of the defendant's conduct, courts are to consider
whether: "the harm caused was physical as opposed to economic; the tortious conduct evinced an
indifference to or a reckless disregard of the health or safety of others; the target of the conduct
had financial vulnerability; the conduct involved repeated actions or was an isolated incident;
and the harm was the result of intentional malice, trickery, or deceit, or mere accident." State
Farm, 538 U.S. at 419.
The parties agree that the first two factors are not present here. With respect to the third
factor- Respondents' financial vulnerability, Respondents contend that while they may not be
financially vulnerable in the traditional sense, they depended upon Fox for their careers and
livelihoods. As detailed herein, Fox held the position of relative financial power and used it in
the course of negotiations by threatening to cancel the Show and put them out of work.
Respondents' vulnerability in this regard cannot be ignored. See, M,., Romo v. Ford Motor Co.,
113 Cal. App. 4th 738, 755 (2003) (plaintiffs "were financially vulnerable relative to defendant's
financial resources"); Shahinian v. Cedars-Sinai Med. Ctr., 194 Cal. App. 4th 987, 1005 (2011)
("plaintiff was financially vulnerable because he held surgical privileges only at Cedars-Sinai
and summary suspension of privileges without opportunity for hearing would foreseeably inflict
severe damages to his medical career") (internal quotation marks omitted). Furthermore, the
Arbitrator agrees with Respondents that their decision to pursue this lawsuit risked their
livelihoods, and it is unlikely that they will ever be hired by either Fox or Disney again.
The fourth factor - whether the conduct involved repeated actions or was an isolated
incident - support a finding of reprehensibility. As detailed herein, Fox engaged in tortious
conduct related to license fee negotiations for four seasons with the goal of maximizing profits
and minimizing participant leakage. See Bardis v. Oates, 119 Cal. App. 4th 1, 22 (2004) ("The
jury could find that the kickbacks, markups and concealed commissions" proven at trial "were
part of a systematic pattern by Oates of bilking his partners out of funds legitimately belonging
to the partnership."). The false promises began in 2005 and continued through 2008 and 2012
when Boreanaz and Deschanel negotiated new agreements, and all in accordance with the legal
action plan. In 2009, Fox fraudulently induced Reichs and Josephson to execute the Release. At
the same time, Fox entered into agreements with Mr. Ligouri (his First Look Agreement) and
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Mr. Hanson (May 18, 2009 overall agreement) and attempted to keep these agreements secretive.
In addition and as set forth herein, the non-studio Claimants intentionally interfered with
Respondents' contracts in connection with the licensing of Bones to Hulu in self-dealing
transactions over the last decade.
Also relevant to this factor is the cavalier attitude of Fox's witnesses. None of the
witnesses took responsibility or expressed any remorse for their actions. See Bardis, 119 Cal.
App. 4th at 22 (citing the fact that defendant was "unrepentant at trial, insisting that 'in [his]
heart' [he] believed he did nothing wrong" as relevant to the analysis of reprehensibility).
Indeed, as described herein, many of the witnesses, including Ms. Walden, Mr. Newman, Mr.
Bramhall, Mr. Ligouri, Mr. Pearson and Mr. Rice, appear to have given false testimony in an
attempt to conceal their wrongful acts. 11 The Fox witnesses' testimony at the hearing
highlighted their pattern of deceit against Respondents.
Furthermore, Fox's cavalier attitude toward its wrongdoing is further reflected in its
Punitive Damages Brief and Reply Punitive Damages Brief, which are devoid of any
accountability, responsibility or remorse - and this is even after the detailed findings and
analysis of evidence and testimony set forth in the Interim Award. Instead, Fox advances
arguments that defy comprehension. It contends that since Respondents are receiving a large
amount of compensatory damages "for purely economic harm," punitive damages are essentially
not warranted. However, the amount of compensatory damages is large because it is the amount
of money that Fox wrongfully withheld from Respondents for over 12 years, in violation of the
parties' agreements. Similarly, Fox also points to the fact that Respondents, who are
"sophisticated and wealthy participants with substantial financial means," received tens of
millions of dollars over Bones' s 12 seasons. Again, however, this ignores the amount of money
that they should have earned absent Fox's unlawful conduct. To suggest that Respondents
should somehow be grateful for what they did receive instead of focusing on what they were
deceived and cheated out of is audacious and quite frankly astonishing. Fox also states that there
is "no evidence of a long-term pattern of reprehensible or unethical behavior" and that "the
tortious conduct was limited to the breaking of two promises." Does Fox really suggest that
11 Merely describing the testimony as false is far too generous. The Arbitrator is convinced that perjury was
committed by the Fox witnesses. Accordingly, if perjury is not reprehensible then reprehensibility has taken on a
new meaning.
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short-term reprehensible or unethical behavior and the breaking of just two promises is alright?
By advancing these arguments, Fox seeks to divorce the detailed analysis and findings set forth
herein of a pattern and practice of deceit and half-truths for its own financial gain from any
punitive damage analysis, essentially asking the Arbitrator to ignore the reprehensibility of its
conduct. 12
Finally, with respect to the fifth reprehensibility factor, the Arbitrator found above in
awarding punitive damages that Respondents' harm was the result of Fox's intentional acts of
fraud and malice in connection with its fraudulent inducement of the Release and tortious
interference with Respondents' agreements in the licensing of Bones to FBC and Hulu. See
Bardis, 119 Cal. App. 4th at 22 (finding that "[t]he record []overwhelmingly supports a finding
that the harm was caused as the result of intentional fraud, malice and deceit").
Thus, the Arbitrator finds that the third reprehensibility factor leans in favor of
reprehensible conduct, and the fourth and fifth factors in the reprehensibility analysis are clearly
met. Fox engaged in reprehensible conduct deserving of a punitive damages award at the higher
end of the spectrum. Bardis, 119 Cal. App. 4th at 22, 26.
The reasonableness of the relationship between the award and Respondents' harm
The next factor examined is the relationship between the award and the harm to
Respondents. Fox asserts that where compensatory damages are substantial, punitive damages
can and should be lower than the compensatory damages award. To begin with, a contractual
arbitration is "a private proceeding, arranged by contract, without legal compulsion .... .
Consequently, the arbitration and award themselves [are] not governed or constrained by due
process, including its elements applicable to judicial proceedings to impose punitive damages."
Rifkind & Sterling, Inc. v. Rifkind, 28 Cal. App. 4th 1282, 1291 (1994). California courts have

12 Respondents ask the Arbitrator to consider Fox's pattern oftortious behavior that has hanned individuals other
than Respondents. See Lopez v. Watchtower Bible & Tract Soc'y of New York, Inc., 246 Cal. App. 4th 566, 592
(2016) ("Although punitive damages may not be used to punish a defendant for injury inflicted on third parties, a
jury may consider evidence of hann to others in determining the reprehensibility of a defendant's conduct toward
the plaintiff."); Johnson v. Ford Motor Co., 35 Cal. 4th 1191, 1204 (2005) ("[D]ue process does not prohibit state
courts, in awarding or reviewing punitive damages, from considering the defendant's illegal or wrongful conduct
toward others that was similar to the tortious conduct that injured the plaintiff or plaintiffs." However, while there
was some general testimony about similar contract provisions with participants on other shows and other legal
actions against Fox, the evidence was not specific or sufficient enough to allow the Arbitrator to make any findings
regarding other similar tortious behavior as set forth in the guiding cases.
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disclaimed any ability to review an arbitrator's fixing of punitive damage awards. See Mave
Enters., Inc. v. Travelers Indem. Co., 219 Cal. App. 4th 1408, 1440 (2013) ("[T]he 15-to-one
ratio of punitive damages to compensatory damages does not constitute the type of legal error assuming it was error - that warrants vacatur under the CAA."); Shahinian, 194 Cal. App. 4th at
1006-07 (any claimed excessiveness of arbitrator's punitive damages award "would be no
different from other errors oflaw, which are generally not reviewable"). As such, Fox's
assertion of federal due process standards as a limitation on punitive damages does not apply
here to-the Arbitrator's discretion in a private arbitration, which was sought by Fox itself.
Moreover, while Fox attempts to assert a bright-line rule requiring a 1: 1 ratio between
punitive damages and compensatory damages, no such authority prohibits an award exceeding a
1: 1 ratio. "While punitive damages must bear a reasonable relation to actual damages, no fixed
ratio exists to determine the proper proportion . . . . Rather, calculating punitive damages
involves a fluid process of adding or subtracting depending on the circumstances." McGee, 153
Cal. App. 4th at 1361. "[T]here is a wide range of reasonableness for punitive damages reflective
of the fact finder's human response to the evidence presented." Id. at 1362. Although there is no
specific formula, courts have found that "[i]n cases where there are significant economic
damages and punitive damages are warranted but behavior is not particularly egregious, a ratio
ofup to 4 to 1 serves as a good proxy for the limits of constitutionality." Planned Parenthood of
Columbia/Willamette Inc. v. Am. Coal of Life Activists, 422 F.3d 949,962 (9th Cir. 2005). On
the other hand, "[i]n cases with significant economic damages and more egregious behavior, a
single-digit ratio greater than 4 to 1 might be constitutional." Id.
In the Roby case relied on by Fox, the court found that a lower ratio of punitive
damages to compensatory damages was warranted because plaintiffs recovery of emotional
distress damages itself contained a "punitive element." See Roby v. McKesson Corp., 47 Cal. 4th
686, 718 (2009) (court noted that out of a $1,905,000 compensatory damage~ award, only
$605,000 was for economic losses, resulting in the remaining $1.3 million awarded for plaintiffs
physical and emotional distress and representing a punitive component). In other words, a high
amount of non-economic damages may reflect a punitive aspect of the award. Importantly, "[i]n
State Farm, the high court suggested that a ratio of one to one might be the federal constitutional
maximum in a case involving, as [in Roby], relatively low reprehensibility and a substantial
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award of noneconomic damages." Id. (Emphasis added.) This is not the case here, with a
relatively high reprehensibility and no award of noneconomic damages.
Respondents argue that a punitive damages award of at least four times the amount of
Respondents' actual damages and up to nine times the amount of Respondents' actual damages is
warranted. The Arbitrator finds that a punitive damages award of five times the amount of
Respondents' actual damages is appropriate.
In Bardis v. Oates, 119 Cal. App. 4th 1 (2004), a partner in a real estate partnership and
his corporation, which had engaged in a pattern of self-dealing designed to line the defendants'
pockets at the expense of the partnership, were found liable for intentional interference with
economic advantage, intentional misrepresentation, fraudulent concealment, breach of fiduciary
duty, and breach of the partnership agreement. Id. at 9. While the harm suffered by the plaintiffs
was solely economic, the court found that the defendants' repeated and intentional self-dealing
constituted "egregious misconduct" and held that a "high-end punitive damages award" of nine
times compensatory damages was justified due to the presence of the fourth and fifth
reprehensibility factors alone. Id. at 22-23. Similarly, here, Fox engaged in a pattern and
practice of fraudulent self-dealing by which it enriched itself in violation of TCFTV' s
participation agreements with Respondents.
FBC, 21CF, and FEG's tortious interference in connection with the FBC licenses caused
$15,585,047 in actual harm to Respondents, while 21CF, FEG and FBC's tortious interference in
connection with the Hulu licenses caused an additional $10,106,099 in actual harm to
Respondents. 13 Clearly, given the precedent in Bardis for awarding punitive damages at nine-toone in economic damages cases involving a company-wide pattern and practice of fraudulent and
malicious conduct, punitive damages of five times the amount of Respondents' actual damages is
supported, for a total of $128,455,730 ($77,925,235 in punitive damages for tortious interference

13 Respondents, relying on Bardis, seek to include prejudgment interest with the compensatory damages to form the
basis for the punitive damages ratio. However, the Arbitrator is not persuaded that the Bardis court included
prejudgment interest. See Bardis, 119 Cal. App. 4th at 17 & n. 7 (noting that the amount the jury awarded was the
difference between the total damages figure, including interest, and "Expenses without Documentation" including
accrued interest). Furthermore, the award of prejudgment interest under Section 3287(b) and its calculation were
not determined until the Interim A ward issued.
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with contract and $50,530,495 in punitive damages for tortious interference with Hulu
agreement).
The amount necessary to punish and deter future wrongful conduct

Finally, with respect to the last of the three factors for determining a punitive damages
award, while "all three factors must be satisfied, the most important question is whether the
amount of punitive damages award will have deterrent effect-without being excessive."
McGee, 153 Cal. App. 4th at 1362; Coll. Hosp. Inc. v. Superior Court, 8 Cal. 4th 704, 712 (1994),
as modified (Nov. 23, 1994) ("Punitive damages are to be assessed in an amount which,
depending upon the defendant's financial worth and other factors, will deter him and others from
committing similar misdeeds."). "The ultimately proper level of punitive damages is an amount
not so low that defendant can absorb it with little or no discomfort . . . nor so high that it
destroys, annihilates, or cripples the defendant." Soto v. BorgWarner Morse TEC Inc., 239 Cal.
App. 4th 165, 192 (2015), as modified (Aug. 20, 2015).
Fox has stipulated that parent company 21CF's net worth is $21.924 billion, and that such
evidence is sufficient for the Arbitrator to determine the appropriate amount of punitive damages
as to Claimants. (See Jan. 14, 2019 Joint Stipulation Regarding Financial Condition.) 14 As Fox
states, punitive damages must be based on the factors set forth and not solely on the defendant's
wealth. State Farm, 538 U.S. at 427 (holding the wealth of a defendant "cannot make up for the
failure of other factors, such as 'reprehensibility,' to constrain significantly an award that
purports to punish a defendant's conduct" (quoting Gore, 517 U.S. at 585)). Here, there is no
danger of the award being based solely on the defendant's wealth as the Arbitrator has found a
higher level of reprehensibility as well as a reasonable relationship between the award and the
harm.
Aside from the lack of any bright-line rule, Fox's assertion that a one to one ratio should
be awarded completely ignores any deterrence factor. Indeed, even Fox's suggestion of such a
ratio following the Interim Award reflects its lack of contrition. Moreover, an award of five
times the amount of compensatory damages represents 0.6 percent of21CF's stipulated net

14 As set forth in the Interim Award, the Arbitrator must consider Claimants' financial condition, on which the
plaintiff bears the burden of proof. Adams v. Murakami, 54 Cal. 3d 105, 119 (1991).
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worth, which is well below the 10 percent cap recognized under California law. See,~' Sierra
Club Found. v. Graham, 72 Cal. App. 4 th 1135, 1163 (1999) ("Finally the award was more than 2
percent of Graham's net worth, far less than the 10 percent cap generally recognized by our
courts."); Weeks v. Baker & McKenzie, 63 Cal. App. 4th 1128, 1166-67 (1998), as modified on
denial ofreh'g (June 2, 1998) ("It has been recognized that punitive damages awards generally
are not permitted to exceed 10 percent of the defendant's net worth."). In fact, one could
question whether a five to one ratio given Fox's financial condition and lack of contrition serves
to deter the wrongful conduct at issue here, or whether it will be considered part of the cost of
doing business.
Courts have approved punitive damages awards equaling far greater percentages of
defendants' net worth. See Bigler-Engler v. Breg, Inc., 7 Cal. App. 5th 276, 309 (2017) (award
of 5% of defendant's net worth); Weeks, 63 Cal. App. 4 th at 1166-67 (award of 5% of
defendant's net worth). Similarly, courts have approved ratios higher than the five to one ratio
here. See Las Palmas Assocs. V. Las Palmas Ctr. Assocs., 235 Cal. App. 3d 1220, 1255 (1991)
(court preserved a 7.9 to 1 ratio of punitive damages to compensatory damages); Simon v. San
Paolo U.S. Holding Co., 35 Cal. 4 th 1159, 1182-83 (2005) (court reduced a punitive damages
award from 340:1 to 10:1); Planned Parenthood of the Columbia/Williamette Inc. v. American
Coalition of Life Activists, 422 F. 3d 949, 963 (9 th Cir. 2005) (court held that a 9: 1 ratio did not
offend its "constitutional sensibilities"). Fox relies on Mattel, Inc. v. MGA Entertainment, Inc.,
801 F. Supp. 2d 950 (C.D. Cal. 2011) wherein the court awarded exemplary damages in "an
amount equal to the remitted compensatory damage award." However, the compensatory
damage award was $85 million, and the punitive damages award was "approximately 3.6% of
Mattel's net worth." Mattel, 801 F. Supp. 2d at 956. The Mattel court also found that the need
for deterrence was low "since other members of the close-knit toy industry have been alerted to
Mattel's misconduct as a result of this litigation .... " Id. at 955. By contrast, the need for
deterrence is greater here given the private nature of arbitration and the fact that other profit
participants have not been alerted to Fox's misconduct.
As such, in light of Fox's financial condition, a punitive damages award in the amount of
$128,455,730 is reasonable and necessary to punish Fox for its reprehensible conduct and deter it
from future wrongful conduct.
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VIII.
ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS &
ABITRATOR FEES AND ARBITRATION COSTS

The parties submitted a Stipulation Re: Memorandum of Costs wherein the parties
stipulated that Respondents are the prevailing parties under the parties' respective Agreements.
In accordance with the parties' Stipulation, the Arbitrator finds as follows: (1) Josephson is
awarded attorneys' fees in the amount of $2,771,494.30 and costs in the amount of $787,114, for
a total of $3,558,608.30; and (2) Reichs, Deschanel and Boreanaz are awarded attorneys' fees in
the amount of$3,087,989.50 and costs in the amount of$754,953.44, for a total of
$3,842,942.94.
With respect to the Arbitrator's fees and Arbitration costs, the Stipulation states that since
Respondents are the prevailing parties, they are entitled to "all costs of arbitration." As such,
Respondents are awarded the costs of arbitration in the amount of$264,707.29. This amount is
representative of Respondents' share of Arbitration fees and costs.
IX.
AWARD
Final Comments

At the outset of Fox's closing arguments, counsel for Fox conveyed two observations
directed at the Arbitrator. First, that the Arbitrator paid close attention to the examination of the
witnesses and the evidence in general and thereon engaged in very rigorous examinations of
Fox's witnesses at times. Second, that the Arbitrator seemed to be caught up and swayed by the
rhetoric of counsel for Respondents and felt that the Arbitrator may have been inappropriately
predisposed by the vitriolic spin, characterizations and strident presentations by counsel for
Respondents. To make it very clear, this did not occur; however further discussion is warranted.
Unfortunately, the Arbitrator believes that these two observations must be addressed. As
stated during the course of the hearing and repeated again, Respondents' case was presented and
made (virtually entirely) through Evidence Code Section 776 witnesses. Or to put it another way,
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Respondents' case was presented and supported through the testimony of the Fox witnesses
themselves.
It is Fox and Fox alone that is responsible for the evidentiary findings made herein. If this
had been a Jury trial, counsel for Fox would be decrying a runaway verdict comprised of passion
and prejudice. However, to reiterate this ignores that it was Fox's own employees, executives
and witnesses that provided the evidence for the Arbitrator to make the findings set forth above.
Since it is the purview of the Arbitrator to weigh the credibility of the witnesses and in
accordance with the testimony detailed above, it can only be concluded that the Fox witnesses
lacked credibility and at times appeared to intentionally deviate from the truth even in the face of
clear and unequivocal controverting facts. A myriad of explanations by the Fox witnesses cannot
account for their complete disregard for obvious and uncontroverted facts. There simply
appeared to be a company-wide culture and an accepted climate that enveloped an aversion for
the truth.
Yes, the Arbitrator did examine the Fox witnesses proffered. However, this became
essential so as to undertake a thorough attempt to find the truth. Arbitrations and Trial Courts
are designed and tasked to find the truth. The entire system of justice is designed to be a rigorous
search for the truth. The job of any trier of fact be it a judge or an arbitrator is to find the truth by
any means necessary.
This was done and done without any pre-disposition, passion or prejudice. The Arbitrator
carried out his role in a dispassionate, neutral and surgical manner so as to accomplish what
Shakespeare has called: "truth will out" (originally found in Shakespeare 'splay the "Merchant

of Venice''). Meaning that the truth will eventually be made public.
This Award reflects the evidence, the facts and the truth. Every finding made is supported
by the documentary evidence presented and the transcript of the testimony of the witnesses
themselves as well as the exhibits. The hearing transcript is extensively cited and quoted with
respect to all of the Fox witnesses and leaves no room for any inflection of passion or prejudice.
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Conclusion

Accordingly, Respondents have established their claims for breach of contract, fraud, and
tortious interference with contract, and they are hereby awarded the following:
(1) For the breach of contract claim based on domestic licensing: $15,585,047 in actual
damages;
(2) For the breach of contract claim based on international licensing: $7,078,327 in actual
damages;
(3) For fraud: Rescission of the Release;
(4) For breach of contract based on Hulu agreements: $10,106,099 in actual damages;
(5) For Tortious Interference with Contract and Tortious Interference with Hulu agreements:
$128,455,730 in punitive damages;
(6) Prejudgment interest on the breach of contract damages from the date this action was filed:
$10,055,360;
(7) Attorneys' fees and costs: $3,558,608.30 total to Josephson; and $3,842,942.94 total to
Reichs, Deschanel and Boreanaz; and
(8) Arbitrator fees and Arbitration costs representative of Respondents' share only: $13,664.66
The TOTAL AMOUNT of this Award is: $178,695,778.90.
Accordingly, Respondents are hereby awarded the sum of$178,695,778.90 as and for
those damages identified above. This award is in favor of Respondents and against the
Claimants. Post-judgment interest shall accrue on the full amount of the final award from the
date of issuance at the statutory rate.
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Amended Final A ward

This award resolves all claims between the parties submitted for decision in this
proceeding and is the arbitrator's final award.
Dated: February 4, 2019
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Disney TV Studios Eyes New Profit Participation
Model As Industry Continues To Pull Away From
Traditional Backend Deals
By Nellie Andreeva, July 8, 2019 2:23pm

Shutterstock

Six years ago, 20th Century Fox TV made a giant off-network deal with FX for The Simpsons.
Shortly after Disney’s March acquisition of major Fox assets, including 20th TV and FX, the
studio — now part of Disney Television Studios — made a new deal so the comedy could be
announced as a cornerstone of the new Disney+ streaming platform, and another agreement for
repeats of the show to also air on Disney’s Freeform.

A new deal template, which is being floated
by the recently formed Disney TV Studios
as well as sibling FX Prods., will eliminate
all that. I hear Disney TV studio executives
have been informing agencies and producers of a new compensation model they are looking to
employ across the board for broadcast, cable and digital series. It would replace the current profit
participation blueprint and would aid the company’s flexibility to distribute content within its
ecosystem of networks and digital platforms.

Disney likely won’t be alone. Warner Bros TV has
already been experimenting with a similar setup, I
hear. It is part of an industrywide push among studios
to move beyond backend. It is a push that could raise
legal issues, by shifting from paying talent a
percentage of a show’s profits to fixed cash amounts
so studios can put series wherever they want without
having to report to profit participants. It is a major
paradigm shift that some observers tout as being even
more significant in its ramifications for the industry than the ongoing WGA-ATA standoff over
agency packaging and affiliated production. (The move away from backend has been diminishing
agencies’ packaging revenues.)
Referred to as “per-point,” the model currently being pursued by Disney simplifies the way profit
participation fees are paid off. Each point of an upcoming series’ backend is assigned a numerical
value that is uniform across the portfolio of shows. The payments to creators/producers start right
away, and the value goes up the longer a series runs. It varies based on on the show’s ratings
performance and awards recognition.
In exchange, the studio gets the right to exploit the
show on any platform without having to make a
separate deal for profit participants. The proposed
model streamlines dealmaking in a multi-platform
universe, especially in one like Disney that
includes multiple streaming and cable networks in
addition to broadcast. It also would prevent profit
participation-related lawsuits like the one 20th TV
has been embroiled in over Bones.
While the template is not breaking new ground for
streaming series, it would be a game-changer for a
Fox
broadcast business steeped in the decades-old
tradition of deficit financing which, in success,
leads to a profit participant financial windfall of tens of millions of dollars from off-network,
streaming and international sales starting 4-5 years into the show’s run.

Amazon Studios is believed to have been the
first company to introduce a per-point model
for its shows a couple of years ago. I hear its
version of the model involves escalators for
multiple seasons and the payoff of the points’
value after a threshold is reached — for
example a fourth season — somewhat
similar to the traditional broadcast setup in
which profit participants start to get backend
payments once a series amasses a significant
number of episodes (usually after four
seasons) and is sold in off-network
syndication.

Netflix’s cost-plus model bypasses backend
altogether as the platform takes on all worldwide
rights exclusively. It involves the streaming
platform effectively “buying out” series auspices’
backend at the outset, in exchange for paying a full
license fee plus a premium (typically in the 125%130% range). It allows studios to start making
profit from Day 1 vs. incurring deficits for years
under the traditional broadcast/cable model, and
creators and producers seeing “backend” payments also from the start. (Netflix’s deals include
bump/bonuses after each season that are getting progressively bigger, though few shows get to
take full advantage as many of the platform’s series tend to get canceled after 2-3 seasons.)
With Netflix changing the TV business paradigm, the per-point compensation model proposed by
Disney TV Studios — which encompasses 20th TV, Fox 21 TV Studios and ABC Studios/ABC
Signature — will also offer payoffs that starts early in a show’s run compared with down the road,
I hear.
The backend point rates for new series are still being fine-tuned as the studio had been seeking
feedback from agents and other industry types. The initial reaction to the plan by reps and
producers has been mixed. Some fear the new model would reduce potential payoff for profit
participants on very successful shows. But most people I spoke with agree that this likely is the
way of the future, and a switch to a fee-based model for creators and talent in a multi-platform
world dominated by content streaming seems inevitable.

In fact, I hear Disney’s upcoming streaming platform
Disney+ began experimenting with the per-point model at
the end of last year before it was embraced by Disney TV
Studios. Similarly, Warner Bros TV also has started to use
elements of this structure in some deals across the board, a
move I hear has been driven by streaming pacts.

As models that upend traditional backend paradigms have
been made industry standard for streaming series by the
likes of Netflix and Amazon, ‘”old media” studios like Disney and WarnerMedia whose parent
companies are launching streaming platforms may feel competitive pressure to adopt a similar
template. The sensible thing to do is apply that template to their entire slates. In the case of Disney,
sources said, the push for the new model is less about streaming and more about seamless content
movement within the company’s ecosystem of studios, networks and streamers.
The new model is expected to benefit middling/mildly successful series that go on for a couple of
seasons to respectable/modest ratings and would not normally be able to generate a meaningful
backend under the traditional mechanism. They will be rewarded under the new arrangement.
On the flip side, the new deal structure would likely cap the financial windfall for profit
participants on blockbuster hits like The Big Bang Theory or Modern Family, way below what
they would get under the traditional model. However, these outsized hits are few and far between,
and industry insiders expect the auspices for such mega-hits would likely be able to renegotiate
their terms at some point. That already is the case on a streaming platform like Netflix that does
not offer backend. Following the blockbuster breakout success of Stranger Things’ creators the
Duffer Brothers were reportedly able to renegotiate their deals.
The industry consensus at the moment is that junior writers will likely come out ahead in the new
model, which protects downside, while heavy hitters may get shortchanged because the model
limits upside. We will have to wait and see what numerical value points are ultimately assigned. I
hear that in informal conversations with the creative community, Disney TV toppers have
indicated that the proposed new template would be lucrative for talent and that the formula could
potentially be comparable to the payout in a traditional setup.

NBC

Coming up with a fair backend valuation during
a series’ original run is tricky, because there are
late bloomers. For instance, while Friends has
been a blockbuster hit on broadcast, in offnetwork syndication and now in streaming, The
Office was a respectable success on broadcast
and a modest performer in off-network
syndication. It wasn’t until its streaming run that
the series became a giant hit that is believed to
be the most popular acquired series on Netflix,

and on par and possibly even outrating Friends. Even NBCUniversal executives have
acknowledged they did not expect such a ratings success, a decade after the show’s airing on NBC.
Netflix is paying a hefty license fee for The Office, which profit participants share, and NBCU
recently outbid the SVOD giant to move the series to its own streaming platform, providing an
even bigger financial windfall for producers.
Since in the per-point model the value of the backend points is assigned at the outset, some wonder
whether there will be a mechanism to correct undervaluation, years after the initial run. While I
hear there are no plans for such point-value reassignment later on in the Disney proposal, series
that over-perform following inauspicious starts are expected to be rewarded with incremental
payments for downstream success.
In pursuing the new template, the biggest driver for Disney ls to make the exploitation of content
across the company’s multiple networks and streaming platforms simple and hassle-free, with no
danger of accusations by creators and talent of self-dealing and potential litigation. Some suspect
that the ongoing big Bones lawsuit, which thrust profit-participation issues and vertical integration
back into the spotlight, was an impetus to implement the new model that boosts distribution
flexibility.
With the exception of Warner Bros, I hear the other major TV studios have no immediate plans to
change their profit-participation structure, but that could change: several are evaluating their
options.
“This could change how business is done as it turns the backend model on its head,” one studio
executive said.
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Bill Nye the Science Guy Headed to Trial
Against Disney
December 05, 2019 7:30am PT by Eriq Gardner

Getty Images

A Los Angeles judge trims Nye's profits lawsuit but will allow
the TV star to pursue punitive damages.
Bill Nye is now allowed to take limited claims against The Walt Disney Company to trial. On
Wednesday, a Los Angeles Superior Court entered an order that sets up the trial, now scheduled
for May 2020.

In Nye's fourth amended complaint, he estimates $28 million in damages from the way that Disney
allegedly shortchanged him on profits from his 1990s television show Bill Nye the Science Guy.
He's also seeking punitive damages arising from how Disney has "a long and consistent pattern of
under-reporting revenue and improperly applying deductions."
Disney moved to get the case down to an accounting spectacle and an interpretation of the contract.
In a motion for summary adjudication, the defendant raised the incontestability provision of the
deal and argued that Nye had suspicions early on and waited too long to object to participation
statements. Nye responded that the quarterly profit statements that he received from a Disney
subsidiary lacked detail and that he was unable to decipher whether they were complete and
accurate. Nye also contended that Disney induced him to spend time, money and other resources
on an audit under the false promise he'd be provided with access to the necessary records.
L.A Superior Court Judge Dalila Lyons has granted summary judgment to Disney with respect to
participation statements issued before January 8, 2011.
Although the order lacks detail, that's exactly three years before Nye formally requested an audit.
Due to a purported backlog of audits, Disney told Nye he'd have to wait in line for three or four
years before the audit began.
Nye will move forward on the more recent participation statements — and the judge also rejects
Disney's bid to rule out punitive damages.
Disney does manage to score other wins, however, including escaping the claim that it breached
any fiduciary duty toward Nye.
A 10-day trial is currently estimated, though given the latest ruling, that could be adjusted.
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Lawyers Square Off in Court Over ‘The
Walking Dead’ Profit Participation Lawsuit
February 28, 2018 12:35PM PT by Cynthia Littleton

CREDIT: Courtesy of AMC
The battle over Frank Darabont’s “Walking Dead” profit participation lawsuit against AMC flared
anew on Wednesday as lawyers sparred over how the court should handle a second lawsuit filed
in January by Darabont and CAA.
The sides have been waiting since September for New York Supreme Court Judge Eileen Bransten
to issue a ruling on the request from both sides for summary judgment on former showrunner
Darabont’s complaint from 2013 alleging he was short-changed his fair share of profits on the hit
show because of AMC’s business and accounting practices.

On Wednesday, Bransten acknowledged after spirited arguments that AMC’s team plans to file a
motion to make the case for why they should be able to supplement its argument related to the
summary judgment hearing in light of the second lawsuit.
The second lawsuit addresses issues that came to light after the first was filed, according to
Darabont’s team, through an audit of “Walking Dead” revenue. Moreover, separate litigation
against AMC from other “Walking Dead” profit participants has since revealed evidence that
AMC did not abide by the terms of a “favored nations” clause in Darabont’s contract, per
Darabont’s team.
Bransten noted that there was nothing stopping AMC’s team from filing such a motion. But it was
clear that AMC’s team wanted the opportunity to lay out the legal reasoning for why they need to
make the case for being allowed to submit supplemental information for the judge to consider as
she rules on summary judgment.
“The new allegations in case No. 2 have thrown a monkey wrench into this dispute as to what
profits are due and owed to the plaintiffs under the agreement,” said Orin Snyder, a Gibson Dunn
attorney repping AMC.
Darabont lawyer Jerry Bernstein, of Blank Rome, countered that AMC was seeking to impose a
long delay on the judge’s ruling. “There’s no reason to delay the ruling on summary judgment for
one day,” Bernstein said.
Snyder and Bernstein sparred early on during the short hearing, talking over each other. Bransten,
meanwhile, was not amused when she spotted a member of the audience chewing gum and
drinking coffee. “Not in my courtroom,” she scolded, sending her bailiff over to the offender with
a trash can.
AMC’s team vowed to file the motion by March 8 and have the opposition and reply arguments
wrapped up in 30 days. Bransten warned the legal eagles that her calendar is booked solid through
May.

